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Abstract 
Conrad is not at all sanguine about the poe~1b111ty 
of man ever 1mprov1n~ his lot. In h1s present ~tate :nan 
is corrupt; he is too mater1al1st1c, too a~~resslve, too 
blind to his own faults. Ihe political institutions ne 
has erected mirror forth his deficiencies. iet ~onra.d 
offers no viable alternative to these 1nst1tuttone. 
As shoddy as the foundations of present society 
might be, society's disintegration \'lould not at1to:lllitl.cally 
clear the way for someth1n~ better. In fact, it would 
probably lead to something worse. Man ls lncap.able of 
bringing about a change for the better t ·n· r o,' _ .. ,-. ~ p ~, 11 1 ' : ,- ' on -• ~ - ··, .. ii ....... - ....._, ....... -...-.. y"' • 
ary means -- th1s ls because of the 1nstr1nslc~lly vlc1ous 
nature of those who hold the real po·,.; er 1n 8- n ·; 
... 
revolut1on-
ary movement 
--
and there 1s little ' cnance of tr1in~s 
improving if merely left to themselves. 
The world of Conrad 
--
particularly 1n rieart of 
Darkness, i~ostromo, Under ~ es tern .i:'res, 3.r~:~ The ~ecret 
Agent -- is a world without hope. In tnem :11an's 
about a. mastered destiny, and a des11t,1ny fruitful of mor,al 
improvement, are dashed against the ~ros~ real1t1e~ of 
earthly life. fr1odern man 1B pa.st rehabllitutio:i. 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
·' 
·v 
Introduct1on 
This paper does not purport to explore all of the 
political aspects of the four novels -- i..eart of :__Eirk-
ness O Nostromo, The Secret A~ent, Under ~estern ~ves --
under consideration; 1 ts plan is cons1dera·oly less am-
bitious. Its thesis is simply that Conrad's pol1t1cal 
vision 1s consistently gloomy in these four works (wh1ch 
are the most obviously political of all Conrad wrote) 
and that their author may properly be labele·d a polit1-
cal skeptic. 
Conrad 1s not a hater of mans 1ndeed he 1a very much 
in sympa. thy w1 th him in these stories. But }1e 11a.s s 1.n-
cere reservations about the possible improvement of h1s 
lot. He is a doubter. He would like to see th1nga changed 
for the better, but he does not believe that they can be. 
In The Secret A5ent he portrays the underworld of 
anarchists and double agents in London. His sketch may be 
a caricature, yet 1t illustrates a point, however corrupt 
existing structures may be (and they are corrupt) society 
1s better off with them than without them. If the destruc-) 
tive v1s1on of the an.a.rch1sts were to be fulfilled, chaos 
would soon replace a more or less perverse stab111ty. 
Those who would overturn the existing order Conrad portrays 
as vicious, vain, desperate men -- they are a disease, a 
disease which permeates and threatens the social fabric. {One exception 1s the mild Michaelis, who would see the 
I 
\ 
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world turned into a great hospital where the strong would 
nurse the weak. His human1 ty does not save t1 l.m fro:r. tr:e 
author's irony, however, since he lives 1n a world of 
p1pedreams. ) 
2 
In Under 1..Jestern Eies the cast of characters 1s d1f-
ferent. Here we are confronted with unselfish revolu-
tionaries -- the Haldins -- who attain to the highest 
idealistic principles to justify their actio~s. .i:he h1nt 
we were given in !-lichaelis I s characteriza t1on 1s deve lope·d 
fullyJ the idealist-as-revolutionary is fleshed out and 
given a new dignity. But the results of revolutionary 
activity are the same -- nothing goo·d comes of 1t, and 
those pure in motive are brought to bitter d1s1llus1on-
ment. The novel also contains a host of petty, villain-
ous revolutiona.ries, pref 1gured 1n T!1e .~ecret .c" ... :;e!1t. 
These exercise the real po~1er in any rei10 lu t 1 o~r":,r move-
ment, Conrad says; the idealists c1.re t:·1e 1r 1 upes. 
Moral idealism as a response to existing con~1tlona 
has also the potential for evil in :·Jostromo. Cr1a1"les 
Gould, riolroyd, uon Jose Avellanos -- these and others 
cling to their professed ideals of Pe a C e a r1 .r1 r, Y- Ci .. -·. 1" ,.:.:i. s S O S ... • -~ .._, ...... ,.. ~ ...- ._,_, .__ t.. C."llt . -
they destroy native life and institute the reliw:r~ of· ;:.;iter-
ialism, a debilitating force wh1ch saps the dignity and 
h11mani ty of 1 ts worshippers. 1•'on ... y . . ""• ...... ham act as foils to Gould and h1s 1deal1st1c sunoorters. .. .. 
Their more skeptical eyes pierce through to the rea.11ty of 
.. 
I 
.1 
l,i, 
'· 
I I. 
I 
·' 
things. But skepticism does not render them 1mmune to 
dangers Decoud is led to suicide; the doctor r8IHins a 
resented outcast, l'lioral s1{ept1c1sm, as well as moral 
idealism, then, is destructive, but it 1s ominous that 
the most destruction ls wrought in the latter ;;ulse. 
Civilization being in the state that 1t 1s, the at-
tempted imposition of 1 t on less ad va11cecl coun tr1es can 
only lead to disaster. l'lostromo provides an i!1stt1:·:ce 
J 
of this, but the argument against imper1allst1c t.amper1n.g 
is more forcefull:,~ stated 1n riec1rt of 
----------
Darkness. riere, 1n 
the name of progress, European whites 
the Congo; their attempts at 11 colonizatior1 11 a.mour1t to 
nothing less than wholesale explo1tation and enslavement. 
The conduct of the whites 1ndica tes their ·oondage to mater-
1al1sm and their resultant moral degenerE1 t 1or1. It ·,;o Ll l1 
be far better for all concerned 1f they attended to the 
societal ills engendered at home by their corruptlon 
rather than spreading this corruption abroad. 
It is a bleak world we live in, dominated as 1t 1s 
by material interests and inter-national a~F;ress1on. 
Men place their faith in different institutions -- rel1-
g1on, science, etc. -- as beacons to lead them out of t!1e 
darkness. But there is really nothing at present, says 
Conrad, capable of providing the necessary light. rrhose 
who place their stock in existing institutions are doomed 
to be duped by illusion. The world has yet to provide 
itself with a means to its own salvat1on. 
I. Heart of Darkness 
Robert Haugh has observed, "Those who find 1n Heart 
of Darkness primarily a protest at colonial policies C'J.n 
read with ease and clarity, untroubled by ambi;:':itie:s. 111 
This I find to be true; to the reader searchin.; for a 
political statement the meaning of Heart of 0arl{ness 1s 
perfectly lucid, it is a drama t1za tion of w'.l.a t :onrad 
described in his La.st Essays as "the vilest scramble for 
loot that ever disfigured the history of human conscience 
and geographical exploration," It ls the story of a ra-
pacious imperialism that destroys the men who practice 
4 
it as it destroys the native society upon which it imposes 
itself. 
t1What redeems it," according to Y.iarlow, "1s the ldea 
only, An idea at the back of 1t, •• and an unselfish 
belief in the idea •• ~'(57). 2 But this, we shall see, 
1s false. The Romans who conquered England, contends 
Marlow, "were no colonists; their administration was merely 
a squeeze. , •• It was just robbery with violence, 
aggravated murder on a large scale," (57) But th1s de-
scription fits European conquerors as well. At one point 
Marlow refers to the coloring of the maps 1n the traclin~ 
house in Brussels z "There was a vast amount of red \!'epre-
sent1ng the presence of Great BritairQ -- good to see nt 
any time, because one knows that there is some real ...-or~ 
being done there • • • "(63). In the last analysis this must 
be considered an er.ample of Conrad1an 1rony, for Elo1ae 
Knapp Hay ma1nta1ns, "It seems the major burden of tr1e 
story to reveal what Marlow has failed to see -- that 
EngJ.a.nd 1s in no way exempt.nJ 
Europe ("all Europe") has already contributed the 
best she has to offer -- Kurtz; however, this embodiment 
of K1pl1ngesque virtue soon forgets r11s i1u1ruJ.n1 tE1.rlu11lsrn 
once he is exposed to the powers of the wilderness. The 
point made 1n the novel is that no one, no matter how 
5 
dedicated, can survive once the 1nsulat1on 0 f S O C 1 e t '," 
.... has 
been removed. Destroy this "protecting surface," says 
Jerome Thale, and 11 we discover that we are free: the very 
fact is terrifying, for in that choice lies the unpred1ct-
able, even the Kurtz1an.n 4 
The wilderness had patted fK.urtzJ on the head, and, behold, it -v1as like a 'ba 11 -- an 1 vor:l ball; it had caressed him, ancl -- lo! -- ..--~e had 1A.J"i th ered; it had t8. ken }1 i r:i 1) l 0 11 e,_:: r-1 i ::1 p em-braced him 11 go t into h 1 s v e i n s , c () l-1 s t: :-: ·~ -_: : _ i s flesh 9 and sealed his soul to its o-.-.-r .. ~J~l tt1e inconceivable ceremonies of some devilish initiation. 
(131-2) 
There was nothing either above or belo~tJ }1im ••• He had kicked himself loose of the earth •••• he had kicked the very earth to pieces. He was alone •••• 
( 164) 
Kurtz, previously an 1de.al1st, 1a lost w(1en placed 
1n "utter solitude without a policeman ••• where no 
warning voice of a kind neighbor can be heard wh1sper-
..•. 
1ng of public op1n1on"(lJJ). 
. (That Marlow survives his Journey into the darkness 
is due to his more practical nature1 
You wonder I didn't go ashore for a howl and 
a dance? Well, no -- I didn't. Fine senti-
ments, you say? Fine sentiments be han~ed! 
I had no time. I had to mess with t!-1e w!~ite-
lead and strips of woollen blan.~et helpin~ 
to put bandages on those leaky steam pipes 
-- I tell you. 
(110) 
Work, it seems, provides some sort of insulation when 
all other stops are removed, ideals perish far too 
easily.) 
Kurtz started out with the noblest of intentions, 
as described in his pamphlet for the International So-
ciety for the Suppression of Sava6e Customs (a rather 
presumptuous group, since they considered their customs 
as inherently superior.) In Marlow's words 1 
He began that we whites, from the point of 
development we had arrived at, "must neces-
sarily appear to them (sava~es) in the na-
ture of supernatural bein;.;s , • • . ::,J tne 
simple exercise of our "Nill we can e:,:ert 
a power for good practically unbounded. 11 
•• o It gave me the impression of un 
exotic Immensity ruled by an august 
Benevolence ... 
(1J4-5) 
However, scrawled in an unsteady hand at the foot of the 
last page appeared the note1 "Exterminate all the brutes." 
Thus the rapid degeneration of Kurtz from bounding ideal-
6 
1st to bitter pessimist. The erstwhile expounder of right-
eous platitudes about the possibilities of 1mper1al1sm for 
( 
\"'-
good is reduced to cryptic statements reflecting total 
disillusionment with h1s prev1ousl:r held ldea.l. Th1s 1s 
the price he must pay for surrendering to the w1lderness 
-- which bodes 111 for a.11 who place the1r trust 1n 1m-
per1al1st1c doctrine. 
7 
As Alan Hollingsworth po1nts out, "The story 1a an 
ironic reversal of The Nigger of the Narc1ssus, for here 
1s presented a c1 v1lized and so phis tic.e .. ted wr~ l te corrupt-
ing a jungle-full of cannibals. "5 As Avrom r·leisr~r:.£i.r1 
explains, "Not only are the natives stirred up by tr,1e 
rapacious policies of the imperialists, but the wh1tea 
become more savage than the 'sava~es. 1 The croc(~ss ~{novn .. 
, 
f' as 'going native• ••• is fully realized in r~tirtz. "v 
From the very beginning we are led to suspect that 
all is not well with imperialist policy. ~hen }~rlow 
enters the trading house in Brussels he detects 11 sometr11n.g 
ominous in the atmosphere"(64). iie remarks tr~t "the 
house was as still as a house in a city of the dead 
••• 
11 (65). From this house he is to be sent c1.s an ••em1s-
sary of light" for the purpose of "weanln~; tr1ose 
millions from their horrid ways. u rrhe reference to "11,;ht" 
makes one think of Kurtz 1 s paintin3, whict1 i~rlow later 
encounters, a symbolic representation of 1mr)er ia lis:: r<t~ ich 
consists of ••a small sketch in oils, on a :pa.nel, re preser1. t-
ing a woman, draped and blindfolded, carrying a lighted 
torch"(89-90). That the woman is blindfolded sneaks for .. 
I 
·' 
C 
I, 
I 
itself, but Marlow detects something else -- "the effect 
of the torchli 6ht on the face was sinister. 11 .~nd the 
.. horrid ways" of the :nat1ves, it will become clear, are 
no more horrid than the ways of whites. 
As he journeys to the main station in the Congo, 
!Vlarlow :passes various places with "names that seemed to 
belong to some sordid farce acted in front of a s1~1ster 
back-cloth 11 {1J). He comes upon a French man-of-war, 
There wasn't even a shed there and she was shelling the busl1 • • • • :l1r1ere ~ias cl touc}1 of insanity in the proceeding ••• and i~ was not dissipated by someone on board u. Es u.r ir1 -~ me earnestly there was a caop of natives --he called them enemies! -- hidden out of· s16 i1t somewhere. 
(70) 
8 
This act of blindly "firing into a continent" neatly sum-
marizes the European endeavor -- sheer destruction. 
Shortly after landing 1·1arlow encou...'1.ters 
Six black men advanced in 8. t~ile, toill?1~ up the path •••• I could see e1l12r~1 T'l'tJ, ti:e joints of their limbs were like k~ots in a rope; each had an iron col lo.r 0~1 :-~ i:::: !-1 {=' c ~=, and all were cormected to:·;etl1er ~·;it,:: u. cr-i8.1n 
• o o o Behind this ravJ :-ratter "~~c.1s o:'":.t:: ~~r t!1e recla.imeds, the product of the r1ew forces rit work strolled despondently, carrying a rifle by its middle. 
(7)) 
It would not be stretching a point too far to v1ew the 
six I s captivity as symbolic of the ens la vemer1 t of u 
continent. And it would be bad enough if they were guard-
ed by a white man rather than by one of their own. rro 
have one of their own kind, "reclaimed" as 1t were, ~uard-
1:1 
, ,-
I 
;,\ 
9 
1ng them represents total corruption of ?1.B.t1ve sol1dar1ty 
by the white presence. The ~uard, 11ke 
impudent boy and the helmsman on the steamboat, ls tr,e 
victim of what anthropolosists call "detrlool1::ut10?1° 7 --
1.e., total estrangement from old tri~ll ways. S .' C ·, ... ....,4 •• 
alienation is perhaps the most od1oua result of 1=per1al1sm. 
A native group which l'i.B.rlow comes tlpon 1.n the ~rove 
of death offers a still more poi ... ~r1a!1t n.;p(~al. 
Black shapes crouched, la,y, SE:t:,y 't.:f; t·1·;·~e~1 tr.e trees, 1 ea n 1 ng a ga 1 n s t th e tr un 1: , c l ~ ~1 --: i ~1 .. " ~:. ,-·. t t~: e ~ n. r ti: , ha 1 f C O ID i n ':' 0 U t n' a 1 f' e +' ! .... -:.1 C ,'.::> -·; • • • 1 ..... , · 1 r 
- ·, ,·::. ' - • ·• 
e::, ' 
-
..l '·-~ ·~·., r, _... I_,•.-'"-,_ l_., • ~ ,. l_ ._.; 1 i .-,~h· t in a 11 -:..i t tit 1 , d e c::- Cl f· • ',_'.'.-i ~ •· ·, 
.':·. ·, ·.-. ·, ·•· ,.; c· -., - r .. ·, ·l· , • l T) r1 
b 9 
..l. <...-,;.., L...L "'-' ...... .:-·-----'-, a oi.. ' 
_ ... L_. , __ .J._.- 0, .. • .J; a·" .... ~~~ -",I. • ,_ .... L...'*' despair • • • e 1' !1 e \•{ 0 r ~-= 1r'i C. s .... 0 it.. .. ,) :-. 0 
- : • ·~ ·,·i ~I":~: ! And this was tr-1e place ,·;heT'e sc,~:.·.3 (): :~: _,_. : . ·~ :_: -:!T's ... had withdrawn to clie •••• ~r;.e:,· ·,·i8I'e :i-:1t. t-":·L·-~-m 1 e s , they \1.J' e re no t c r 1 m i na ls , t ri e ~; we re ~-. o t :·. 1 n..; earthly now •••• 
One of the dying natives has a strip of "white worsted 
• • • round his black neck, this bit of · ... r11te frc:r 't:e:,rond 
the seas" ( 76) which rem1nds one of the iron collu.rs ro-_.1nd 
the necks of the prisoners and suggests the idea of wh1te 
slowly strangulating black. 
Along his two-hundred-mile trek through the Jungle 
to the inner station I\1arlow encounters not a s1ngle dwell-
ing. 
The population had cleared out a lon~ time ago. Well, if a lot of myster1ous n1~~ers armed 't.iit'v. all lrina~ s of f pr· "'t"'.p,, 1 · -~r, , .. ..., . .,...., .. ,·~~,ci n ... ..1. 1\, ._,a ..... 1. L" ~·. :.:: ~:~ :-' ( , .. ,-:. :,:; .A -4 -denly took to travelir1..:~ 0~1 tr.e:: rc:-:L: ·:)f~~~-r~·~_:!en Deal and Gravesend, catc:1i:1.:: /C>~·:el.= : ett. and right to carry heavy loats cf t~e~, I fancy every farm and cottase thereabouts 
would get empty very soon. Only here the dwellings were gone too. 
{80) 
The white invasion has been thorough. 
10 
At the central station he comes upon the so-called 
"pilgrims," hollow men who, unlike r~urtz, prof'ess no re-
deeming idea. They are strictly concerned with getting 
ivory. "The word 'ivory' rang in the a1r 
• • • • You 
would think they were praying to 1t 11 (86), In addition, 
"They beguiled the time by ba.ckb1 ting and 1ntr1-~ulnio--
aga1nst each other 1n a foolish kind of way"(88). Soc1al 
disintegration befalls not merely the natives but the in-
vaders as well. They are totally deh11man1zed 1n their 
greed. 
And when the steamboat is attacked as 1t makes its 
way to Kurtz's station, they enjoy the chance to make a 
few kills. After the fighting 1s over one red-headed. 
pilgrim exclaims, 11 Say ! ·fie must have m.ade a glorious 
slaughter of them in the bush. ~r1?t1(137). later lihen the 
natives gather round the boat after Kurtz hus been taken 
aboar~ }Iarlow 1s compelled to blow his whistle: nr did 
this because I saw the pilgrims on decl{ gett1ns out the1r 
rifles w1 th an a1r of ant1c1pa ting a jolly larl-: 11 ( 18<:>). 
And so we perceive two types of 1mper1al1st, one type 
1s represented by Kurtz, who at least be~1ns ""'1th 300d 
intentions but is overwhelmed by a situation wlth wh1ch he has not the moral resources to cope; the other -- and th1s 
11 
type 1s far more numerous -- is represented by the p11.grlt!!s, 
the Eldorado Exploring Expedition ( 11 th ere ;.:as not nn 11 ~-= 
of foresight or of serious intention 1n the whole bate~ 
of them" @9-lOQ)), and the e;eneral lot of the tract in.:,-
company's men. There is a similarity between the two 1n 
that both are totally lacking in restraint. 
11:.a r 1 o ;.r t e 11 s 
us that "l·.;r. Kurtz lacked restr8.lnt in the .r,rat1f1cu.t1on on 
his various lusts", we might say the same for 
T'·,rc, _..._ _. .. ~ •"'.ll l l•,. 
I-,- t·1. \...,, ,..., .... '-'' '· ... . , 
- . 
all other whites. By contrast, the cannibals o. board. the 
steamboat remain remarkably in control. 
rhey do r1ot eat 
the whites aboard, thoush they easily m1.::;!1t 
It takes a man all his inborn str,~n-·;:;,; ;:;,J f1.ght hung. er propP.rl.'.r , fJ. r1 1 -·,. ,:.,......,.:. ,"'··~ri ""'-9 
- - _v • • • .. ... .. .1. . ..., • ~ -· '-·· -~ ,_ •• ._ ,:__ i-" 
too had no earthly reason for ci.:r,,; ·:i~,: )( s:::ruple. RestrB,intt ... I T, .. o,1la"' J'u,...,4- nc-, r.......,.-,,,-, '.1,··.•r,, .. "}.·-.-,-li-"\ .... ~-~-1 
v-J I..,;. '- ;:::; L, ,._... ,.:::> ,-:) \__.i \,j - ~ •• '.,. '~ :., .. -'~ -~ .. '-J l, ·- ... 
restraint from a hyena. pro,,; 11 n~; ctr:. ,x,-- :-:: ;:; t ::-:-
corps es of a battlefield. Dut tflere was t:;e 
fact facing me •••• 
( 1? n) 
...... .._ \,J 
But Conrad does not romanticize prlm1t1ve society. 
It 1s certainly not superior in every way to II c 1 v 111 zed t, 
society. however, when the latter imposes itself 'J.por: 
the former, the former is bound to look better, for noth-
1ng dehumanizes men more rapijly than the pursuit .,.. 
o... r.in 
imperialistic policy • .doth societies suffer, not ::erel:; 
the one which is invaded. 
Conrad "was both drawn to idealism and repelled by 
its abuse 118 writes Albert Guerard. If so, +- . ' 
L, r1 1:! n =., u r o pea n 
imperialism provided him with much to criticize. 
Fleishman observes, "Given the teeming stru.g5le for sur-
12 
vival that everywhere breeds brutal1ty, ~1ven the tenuous 
balance ·by which c1 v111zed society regulates in its o·,in 
realm the course of nature, given the anarch1c propensit1es 
of 1 ts h12man material both native and ~uropean, 1mper1al1sm 
represents a bad bargain for all."9 heart of Darkness, 
according to Frederick Karl, "closes out the nineteenth 
century with a resounding shriek of moral d1sapproval"10 
-- disapproval of specific 1mper1al1st1c misdeeds and, 1n 
a larger sense, disapproval of the decadent state of 
European culture and institutions • 
... 
Notes to Chapter I 
1Robert F. Haugh, "Heart of Darkness, froblem for Critics," in ~ea.rt of Dark11ess, ed.. ~iobert r~imbrou~h (New York: J. We i·Jorton & Co., Inc., 1963), p. lL~. 2All page references 1n parentheses are to Joseph Conrad, 11Heart of Darl<:ness," in ro~J. tr1 ( ~a rd.en :.:.; 1 t.y·, New Yorki Doubleday, Page~ Co., 1910). 
3 Eloise Knapp Hay, ·rhe Political \ 0 1,els of Joseph Conrad (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,· 196J}, p. 154. 
4 Jerome Thale, 11 r1urlow' s Quest, 11 iieart of. Darkness, ed. Kimbrough, p. 18J. 
lJ 
5Alan r1. E.ollingsworth, "r .. reud, Conrad, and the F'uture of a.n Illusion," ~leart of' Darl-:ness, ed. K1mbrough, p. 180. 
6Avrom Fleishman, Conrad's Politics (iie.lt1more, The John Hopkins Press, 1967), p. 90. 
7 Fleishman, p. 91. 
8Albert J. Guerard, Conrad the Novel1st (New Yorks Atheneum, 1967), p. 35. 
9Fle1shroan, p. 96. 
1
°Freder1ck Karl, A Reader's Guide to Joseph Con.rad {New York: The Noonday Press, 1960), p. 139. 
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II. Nostromo 
sentat1ve of all those corrupted and victimized by t~e 
The titular hero of Nostromo ("our man") ls repre-
-
San Tome silver mine. The mine is run by an .:::n~;llst·.r::n:-i, 
Charles Gould, who is. backed by an American flnancler, 
Holroyd. The native population has no say about the run-
ning of the mine; in this respect they are totall:,c :::.omlr.st-
ed by foreign interests. Their subjugators profess ideals 
of "peace 11 and "progress," but Gould and Holroyd are really 
interested only in economic success and self-ag6rand1ze-
ment. 
ed him of its evil effect and who died because of lt. rhe son 
Gould has been left the mine by his father, who warn-
does not heed the warning and is ultimately reduced to the 
m1ne•s slave. His marriage suffers, the country suffers, 
straining as 1t does under the yoke of foreibn domination. 
In all fairness, it must be admitted that throu~h the in-
fluence of the mine the province of Sulaco achieves a tem-
porary respite from internal turmoil, but it ls only a 
respite (and it is secured at the cost of many lives). 
Nothing of lasting good can come out of "material 17:terests." 
To briefly summarize a large portion of the plot, ~ould, 
with Holroyd's help, develops the mine arter his father's 
death. Its wealth attracts politicos fron the 1,~terlor 
and triggers another revolution in a country which has already 
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seen too many. Martin Decoud, a local aristocrat and a 
skept1c, fathers a counter-revolut 1onary move::ier1t W!1 icr. 
creates a separate Occidental liepubl1c from the province that contains the mine, Sulaco. The success of the revo-lution hinges at one point on hiding the sllver of the 
mine from enemy revolutionaries. r.;ostromo, un Itallo.n boss-stevedore ( 11 Capataz de Cargadores 11 ), 1s entr1.1sted 
with the mission, 1n which he slicceeds. ::c);.;(~Vt.:r }-:e real-izes that he has been the victim of forel~n interests ~tll 
along. lle has done everything the forei-:~ners have request-
ed of him for the sake of his "repu t.a t ic):1, 11 ·,-.,ti 1cr: he 
realizes does not mean that much. r:.e has been led to betray his true interests by those concerr.ed !"lot ~tilti1 h1m. 
except as a mere :pawn, but 1n the success of their finan-
cial venture. 
Irving Howe notes that 11 though Conrad would have been 
alarmed to hear this, l~ostromo verifies, 111 the 11m1 te,d way a novel can verify anything, Leon Trots1{y's theory of 
1 permanent revolution, 1 a theory which sketches t11e prob-lems of a backward country in an 1ndustr1.e .. 11zed world. Ihe 
semi-colonial na t1on • • • must compete \'li --C!1 the £1.d vnnced 
countries yet cannot; 1 t desper·a tel:/ neecis their 
yet strives to resist the domination which 1s the price of that capital. 111 
Such seems to be the case w1th Costaguana. She des-perately needs the talents of Gould, the money of :~olro:/,d, 
and the railroad of Sir John (another English 1mper1ul1st) 
16 
1f she 1s to ever prosper, but these fore1~n interests put 
her 1n a squeeze; her inhabitants f1nd themselv9s mere 
pawns of the ~ngllsh and nmerican powerbrokers. Si1e can.not 
r1d herself of these interests, for the economy of the 
country would collapse. She is doomed by defi:r1l~l0::, ft.S 
Howe states, "A country where semi-feudal relatlo!1s st1ll 
prevail, where the middle class 1s too weak to become the 
bulwark of property it has elsewhere become, und the ent1re 
economy rests upon an extractive industry controlled froc 
abroad -- such a country can reach neither stab111ty nor 
2 democracy." 
Her internal struggles become a. "tra.g1c farce" 1n 
which, says Paul W1ley, "ideals of peace and concor-d are 
as remote as the white shoulder of Ei~uerota from the 
searching eyes of old Viola @ ro1nantlc ex-follower of 
'"'I Garibaldi now living in Sulac~ •••• uJ Yet tr1ere are 
those who refuse to believe that the cond1t1ons of ~ ,, e \.., .. 
country are inevitable. Gould, for one, fervently clings 
to his idealistic conception of the San Tome mine as the 
deliverer of the people and the dispenser of justice, 
"What is wanted here 1s law, good faith, order, security. 1~.nyone can declaim about these things, but I pin my faith to material inter-estso Only let the material interests ,..:et a firm footing 9 and they are bound to impose the conditions on which they can continue to exist. 'rhat's ho1-'J" your money-makin.; is justif'ieci :-~ere in the face of lawlessness and disordero It is Justified because the security it demands ~ust be shared with an oppressed people. ~ better justice will come afterwards. 'i.'ha.t's your ray 
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of hope •••• And who knows whether 1n that 
sense even the San Tom~ mine ma? not become 
<.,· 
that little rift in the darkness ~hich poor 
father despaired of ever seeing. 11 
(84) 4 
Juggling cause and effect he "imposes his view on a 
whole society. 11 5 His wlfe ls also idealistic -- but not 
obsessed. Gould (El Rey de Sulaco) ls, accordin~ to 
the narrator, 11a man haunted by a fixed idea, 11 and such 
a man is "insane. He is dangerous even if that idea is 
an idea of justice, for may he not bring the heaven J.own 
pitilessly upon a loved head? 11 ( 379) As fa ul 1'~irschner 
points out, he "deceives himself as to his motives and 
idealizes the material interests he serves, he is a vie-
/' 
t1m of his own 'moral romance' ub -- but his .,..ife must pa.y 
the price. She must, as Decoud says, "surrender her hap-
p1ness, her life, to the seduction of an Liea" (2t~5). 
Gould is a man "with an endless capacity for self 
delusion," notes Howe. 7 It is his fate "that he cannot 
act or exist without idealizing every simple feell:1~:, 
desire, or achievement. He could not believe his own 
motives if he did not make them first a part of some fa1ry 
tale" (Decoud1 214-15). This is the man who ,1.C.::-.ir:lsters 
~ 
the great San Tome mine. the flow of silver ore w!:ich 
represents the life-blood of the cotL~try. 
"ro br1ng order 
out of chaos, to build creatively so that the lnnd he loved. 
would prosper, meant more to him than money," 
maintains. 
"He was never a materialist 1n the accepted 
18 
interpretation. 118 I think Curle 1s as much taken 1n by 
Gould as Gould is himself. I must agree wlth ?le1s~T~n, 
11He 1s an egoist seeking victory over obstacles mater1.al, 
economic, and pol1t1cal, a victory which is 1tself more to 
him than the material benef1t either to himself or to 
others. 
• •
119 
-- but the means to th1s victory are to be 
found in materialism. 
Kirschner states, "Mrs. Gould soon discovers that 
material interests have nothing to do with feel1n 6 s or 
principles. 
• • • But 1n the new Occidental iiepubl1c, the 
political expression of material interests, the S"1moa.thet1c .. . 
Mrs. Gould, childless and alone, 1s tr1e on-lr perso:1 .,...ho 
10 still thinks of Charles Gould w1 th feel1nc~u, 
'Poor boy! She had a clear vision of the grey hairs on his temples. L .. e wt:1s perfect -- perf .. ect. What more could she have exoected? It ;,;f1s a ,J.. Colossal and l c_::1stin· .... SUCCP,...,S" u)-1,' lo"': 1'J ·,-·: ,. o. t_,S ~ W , c""',;. .:. _ ~.~.... , 'if 
__. " ; ._),. .. __ _., only a short moment of fort~:etfulr1ess, fl s:·.ort 1 t i ti r~, , , 
· · / 
n ox ca on o & o o i...) tl e s ah.,. -r, :1 e ._) c1 ~:. ...... ·:i r:. e mountain l1.angln6 over the ct1rnpo 9 o~.rer tr-1e whole land, feared, huted 9 wealtl1}~ -- ~:ore soulless than any tyrant, ~ore pitiless F1nd autocratic than the v1ors t .-;overnrne·:1. t ~ re.~1ci::{ to crush innumerable lives i::1 the e:·:r:b~J.!:.sior1 of its greatnesso rie did not see it o ••• He was perfect p perfect; but she \>Iol.1.:1,1 !1ever have him to pers elf o o " • s:1e s.~i.. ;,: c~ l·~a r l~y the San Tome mine possess i11t~· , co::1 s 1-1:i: i 11--:;, b1~ rn-1ng Up the life Of the last of t}1e ._:()St.a.-c ... _l£l!1fi Goulds; mastering the enert'_;etic sr-iri t c)f :.~:e son as it had mastered the laoe~1table ·l;e.s.kness of the father o o c o ·.)1th El prc)p~-:et.ic i:.ri2l()~ she saw herself survivin~ alo~e the de~~g~~tion o:f her you...Y1.g ideal of life, of :·;or~z 11 of' l(J 1.re 
-- all alone in the "treasure ~-,__ouse of t::e world. 11 The profound, t)lind suft'erir.;.~~ e:,:pres-s1on of a painful dream settled on her face 
with its closed eyes •••• she stammered out 
aimlessly the words --
11 Iv.LB. te1"' ia 1 interest. " ' 
(521-22) 
(This passage also illustrates the victory of material 
interests over moral idealism, about which more w111 be 
said in the course of the pa.per.) 
Behind Gould ls Holroyd ("Holy Rood," as Fleishman 
notes), a man who, as Mrs. Gould remarks 11 [ook{J upon 
God as a sort of influential partner, who .;ets !".ls share 
of the profits in the endowment of churches 11 ( 71). ::e 1s 
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a self-deceptive id~list who justifies his hopes of abso-
lute power with a dream of instituting "a pure forn: of 
Christianity, 11 which the engineer-in-chief perc ;~ i ·:es as 
a dream for a youthful enthusiast, not a praoticttl !IJ.8.n of 
the world. Gould becomes Holroyd 1 s hobby, 
"tie was not 
running a great enterprise there: no mere railway board 
o:r industrial corporation. He was runnins a man! 11 (8l) 
And he connects his interest in Gould and the m1ne w1th 
the Manifest Destiny of the United States! 
"We in this country know just about enou2;h 
to keep indoors when 1 t rains o .-, e cc:1:-1 s 1 t 
and watch. Of course, someday ~e snall 
step inc 'rle are bound too ~Jt t~J.t31'·~'s no 
hurry o ·r1me its elf' hE1 s :;o t to ~,·tti it (J!1 tr:.e 
greatest couI1 try 111 the ~i.;h o le of __, C)(: 7 s 
un 1 v er s e o vJ e s ha 11 be ,s 1 v i r-1 ;~ ti 1 ,2 ,.,,. o r.~: ~· 'J r 
everything: industry, trade, lG.w, jou_r!:.c,lism, 
art, politics, and rel1~:1on, frorn <:ape -~c:)r?l 
clear over to Smith I s :::iound, 3.n_j_ bey-ci'.r'. , too, 
if anything worth tai{in;; hold of tu.:-:1s :;;-: 
at the 1·~ orth Pole • • • , r"t. e sruJ.11 ~r·1l.1 ~~,:·11:-J 
world's business whether the world li~es it 
or not. The world can't help 1t -- and 
neither can we, I guess." 
(77) 
And so Costaguana is at the mercy of two forces, 
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1'rom one side cha.nee, unpredictable dreams and 1.llus1ons, 
whim, folly; from the other a vast predetermined cco~o~lc 
movement. But the two conceptions of history that insist 
on them ••• alike discount man's reasor1 as a force o.nd 
alike deny a rational orderly consecutiveness of event" 
(Guerard) • 11 
Thus "progress" comes to Sulaco. Some of the nat1vea 
rejoice; for example Barrios, who perverts HVellunos's 
idealogy, "• • • as Don Jose wishes us, we shall -;rcn; r1ch, 
one and all, like so mnny tnglishrnen, because it is money 
that saves a country ••• "(164). (Avellanos 1a a ratr1ot 
who foolishly looks to the mine and its developers us 
allies in the fight to institute a permanent peace in the 
country, not realizing that the mine can only ,:: 1 v Lie lind 
exploit. General Barrios stupidly believes him Hnd here 
makes the ironic assertion that it ls money that sa v·~s, ) 
Most resent the extraction of ricnes i· not the ::east 
frequently uttered cry during the riot ls ":..,,euth to for-
• 
eigners! 11 (Not all are as blind as ..darr1os.) Decoud ra1ls 
against the foreign invasion and bemoans the wretched 
plight of his land: 
11Now the whole land is like a treasure house, 
and all these people are breaklns lnto it, 
Whilst we are cutting each other's throats. 
The only thing that keeps them out 1s mutual jealousy. But they'll come to an a~reement someday -- and by the time we've settle~ our quarrels and become dee en t D.nd l10:.r1our~ ·c1e, there'll be nothing left for ~So It ~as al-b th ... ,-. ..., ways een e samec ~e ~re a won~er1~~ people but it has alv1ays bee11 our 1'~1 te tc, be" 
-- he did not say "robbed," but added, after a pause -- "exploited!" 
( l 71.} ) 
Another adverse effect of the mine arises from the 
way "the primitive miners are herded into three a.non:,r-
21 
' 
mous villages -- numbered rather than named. Incl 1 ·v l;J u.a. l 
~ ,;, ... freedom has disappeared," contends Clare hosenfeld.-c 
There is also its effect on politics, as ~1ley notes, 
/ *'By his decision to reopen the San :rome silver olne 
against the warnings of his father 
• • • 
• • • allows the poison of the silver to drain lnto the 
already tainted whirlpool of pol1t1cal life 1n Costa~uan.a. 
and so brings evil upon himself as well els the rest of t:1e 
principle characters. i\. revolution ensues, and 111 the 
course of this upheaval Gould ta1tes steps to ma 1n ta 1n the 
security of the mine which in the end brln;.;s f'l~iz1:1cir1.l 
prosperity to the state at a high cost of lndividual suffer-
ing to those who have participated in the change. 111 3 And 
that prosperity is in a precarious situation. 
Even though the mine makes th1n6 s much worse, 1t must 
be conceded that, as Paul wiley says, the pollt1cal state 
of affairs in Costaguana is tainted 1n the first place. 
When Gould's father received the m1ne he rece1ved lt from 
\ 
'f 
I 
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the fourth government in six years -- quite a turnover. 
The numerous purges and executions which have :Cee:--. CHrr1ed 
out over this time have been totally unnecessary1 "there 
had never been a conspiracy except in the diseased imagin-
ation of the tyrant ••• 11 (312). 
Previous to the present administration the government 
had been run by the dictator Guzman Bento. The image of 
him hearing petitions "sitting in a gilt armchair placed 
before the high altar"(lJ9) is unforgettable. ~ut descr1p-
tions of present politicos are not much kinder. Typical 
is that of one of the revolutionaries, Sotillo, who "had 
spent the morning in battling with his thou,;h ts, a contest 
to which he was unequal, from the vacuity of his mind a:.d 
the violence of his passions 11 (440). As a sort of apolo'5Y, 
Howe observes, 
"in countries which exhaust themselves to 
achieve independence, the victorious ,:enerals will or tet1 
mimic the oppressors they have expelled, there is no other 
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model. 11 Perhaps Decoud' s sea th in.:: rem.arks are Just1f 1ed 1 
Of his own country he used to sa:;/ to :-..is 
French associates i Ima;,;ine an c:,_':;::;1os::::r:::re of 
opera bouffe in which all the co2ic D~siness 
of s tag e s ta t e s men , b r 1 i::: a n cl s , e t c . , e t: c . , a 11 
their f arc 1 cal st ea 1 in'::, i!l tr 1,:c:. in-:, , :: :: :-; ·~n b-
bing is done in dead earnest:. It is sc:r--,:,:,:-
ingly funny, the blood flows c<J_l t:,e ti:;;,3, ,,nd 
the actors believe themselves to be ir:f'Ll·~:,c1;1.::.; 
the fate Of th
. e Un 1 Ver S P. 0 U f' C n , ~ r c:' 0 . - ~ 1~ .~ ,... .,,..... -- ~ n t 
- ...... -._; 1...-.d.. - .._J ---- , , .) ( ____ . ija -._J -- ......... _.._. e ~ "' 
in general, any governcnent anyw'.1ere, is a t'.:L:1;:i; 
of exquisite comicality to a d iscern1!1.r :::in:; 
but we Spanish Americans do overstep t'.'1e bounds. 
( ·1 :._: ;. )'· 
\ ~ ·--
As a foil to Gould and Holroyd. Decoud receives no 
,· 
2) 
little of the narrator's sympathy. Guerard observes that 
he "'disappeared without a trace, swallowed up in the im-
mense indifference of th1n8s. 1 Some of the force of 
Conrad's 'repudiation of skepticism' @onsider ~ecoud's 
end, suicide] may be ta.ken away by that last phrase. If 
Decoud experiences a total cosmic skepticism, the surv1vtng 
narrator here certainly shares it! ,rl5 even in r11s cr1t1-
c1sm, contends Guerard, "Conrad may be conde12:r1ir1..:; _jecoud 
for a w1 thdrawal and skepticism more rad 1cn 1 t:!.ari 0ecoud 
ever shows; which are, in fact, Conrad's 1 b o .. ,.rn • " J. 
However, Decoud 1 s skepticism leaves n1~, ~~urtz-11ke, 
in utter desolation and sol1 tude. Just Eis l:~urtz had done 
before him, Decoud kicks himself loose of the earth a?1d 
perishes. JooeJ.yn Baines observes, nrhus ldeallsrr. and .. 
scepticism, faith and want of faith, both see~ to lead to 
disaster. Nostromo is an intensely pessimistic books 1t 
1s perhaps the greatest monwnent to futility ever created ... 17 
The real "hero" of the story is the silver itself, 
says lVlrs. Eay, "because what the silver stands for --
material interests -- have become the rationale of modern . 
politics. 1118 Fleishman contends that 11 ,::.;.oulcl. 's belief that 
money-making can be just1f 1ed because 1 t brln~:;s securi t:r 
and afterwards a better justice 1s refuted 1n the collapse 
of Viola I s household and the de6 enera tion of 2~oatromo • • 
.. 19 
• • It is also refuted verbally by the skeptical and 
perspicacious Dr. }lonygham, 
There is no peace and no rest 1n the develop-
ment of ma teria 1 interests. rhe ·; ::.1.'- ·re -c:. "' i r 
law and their justice, .:.:;ut it ts :'01;,,,, ! '. =:: 
expediency a n.--:l 1,...... iY'lh:1'"7"1..-·n· 1+- ir- .. 4. ,··. -.. ,,+- "'"t::i.(' 1} .:. .., U ,::J .., l. ! l l.A.-i.l..:::.:l. • j v ._, .'1 _.:_ · •. , • ~ ,) .1. 'v ~ ,~ ._, -
ti t Ud e , W i th OU t th e C O !'1 t i :'l U 1 t y c1 '1 '. ·; t , e :'. ! l' C e 
tha t b f ~ 1 i ., . " ~ Can e Ou .. ,a on ... ~ r-1 ,,~ """,...., c· -r--.... _·. j ~·>........, ... '. )-- 0 -. -..- , ·~ I... .Y .. CJ. .: ; ~ : ..;._ :..-~ --- ;. - ' _... -~ • • •. - ~- _;_ • - • 
• th e t i me a n pr o u c : 1 e s ~·l :--l c ~--: .:J. l l :.:: : . ~ :. t ·_:. : ~ e ...... • • 
Gould Concession stands fo:r si,~tll ·.1·.=:L:. :,:s 
hea.v1 ly Upon tn1 e pe o D 1 e R C' ._ ·,,~ t=, '~-1{.:i r ,.,)., ,· r 4 =-'. ·-
.... :....,..4. i,.._.! l.,, .. .Ao • ._; i._., '-- ... -- L -. .,. --'-- --... t... _..,. • - f 
cruelty and misrule of a few yeurs ~lei. 
(511) 
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Another ominous prophecy is uttered by Father Corbelana 
"We have worked for thPr.1 • U:(:) ,·. r, "t,..1-::, •• ..,.,,_, [i ~::. t- .... r:.~. 
- • -~ • • l ,_., •• ,._,... " ~ . -·'- 'i ·- • - ..... • • .._ .... • 
these material interests of the forei.,::ners," 
the last of the Corbelans uttered in a deep, 
denunciatory toneo 
11And without them you are no thin;;, 11 
cried the doctor from the distance. "They 
will not let you." 
"Let them beware, then, lest the people, 
prevented from their aspirations s~ould rise 
and claim their share of the wealth and the 
power • • fl 
• • 
(510) 
Wiley ma in ta ins, "The mine in the end re 1,,..~ns secure 
in a tyranny more pitile~s than the goverrunent of the 
Costaguana politicos, and the road to this ultimate 
triumph of justice ls marked Dy a waste of human lives, 
including that of Gould himself who becomes the slave 
,...., ,.., 
rather than the master of the silver. 11 LV That c.iould be-
comes a slave of his mine goes wi tf1out saylnc, and the 
ironic "triumph of justice" is really the triu:::p:, 
material interests, which can never bring about a true 
justice 1n terms of the community infected with tnem. 
In the same year that Conrad finished ::ostro::r:o 
• 
(1904), he wrote an essay entitled "Autocracy and Jar." 
.An excerpt a 
The true peace of the world w111 be a place of refuge much less like a belea~uered fortpess and more 9 let us hope, 111 tr-1e D...a ture of ui1 Inviolable Templeo It will be built 0~ less perishable fou...Y1da tio11s tr1E1r1 tr1ose CJ~· ::i:J. ~:,e~rl tl 1 n t ere s ts o .6 u t 1 t mus t t) e co r1 ;."' e s s e :i ~-: ·:J1 t tr. e architectural aspect of tl1e ·--1:1i ~versct l cit·,~ -
~ remains as yet 1nconce1vr::1ble -- tr1L-1t t:-~e ""rerJ" ground for 1 ts er2rtlor1 l1as not yet tJeer~ clear-ed of the jungle. 
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I must agree with Mrs. Hay: "In :~ostromo v,e r1a ve Conra·:i 's 
most comprehensive and vivid portrayal of "")? t hl1 t j un "'.""; le • " L ~ 
According to F. R. Lea vis, 111I·r1e 1rot1ical end of the 
book shows us a Sulaco in which order and ici eals ~1a.ve 
triumphed, Progress forges ahead, and the all-poi,;erf ul 
Concession has become the focus of hate for workers and 
the oppressed and a symbol of crush1ng mater1al1sn for 
~ 
-') c "i idealists and defenders of the spirit. rr -/. But tr1e eff'ect 
of material interests must be to bring about only a tempor-
ary respite. A possibility which Leavis hints ut :1owe 
makes explicit: "Progress has come out of cri.aos, ~ol1t 1t 
is the kind of progress that is likely to end i~ , cnaos. 
Perhaps the central pol1 ti cal point of Z'iostromo 1s that 
imperialism does indeed bring order, but a false order, an 
order imposed, an order which destroys the rl1ytr11ns of na t t ve 
life u24 It 1s an order that cannot last. • • • • 
The lesson of Nostrorno is not to be confined to 
South American "banana ( or silver) republi~ n 
Rosenfeld, 1t deals with "no time and no place that we know, 
and yet ••• 1t is all t1me and every place. 112 5 It 1s, 
as Baines observes, "an 1nvest1ga t1on of' tr.e mot1 ves of 
human behavior 112 6 and an indictment of the values which 
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govern modern political life. ..Je m1.-_;:1t e-ven say thut 1t 
deals with the basis of pol1 tical values thro·.1-~r1c,·.1t t ),, p .. .., 
history of western C1v1lizat1on1 material interests H.re not 
new to the scene. l'ieither 1s the subju.gat1on of one n.at1on 
by another. 
Conrad once wrote to wells, "You don't care for 
h11rnani ty but think they a.re to be improved. I love t111man-
ity but know they cannot. u 2 7 Eere we !-;.fiVe ln cor:~·;::,1riat1on 
the author I s basic sympathy for the pli;.;h t at· 
skepticism that things can ever be set r1~ht. 
1nst1 tutions or instruments ( nota bl~, CfJ.p1tt-111sm, 1n:per1al-
1sm, revolutions, })ol it ical dis course 1 ts elf) a.re re-~H. ::---: '.~d" 
by Conrad 11as inherentl:l destructive or fut1le, 11 conte!1cis 28 Guerard. They will never chans~ so there 1s 11ttle 
hope. Such institutions en~ender d1v1s11le~1f:.::;s, ~1ot. sol1-
dar1 ty. It is communl ty wr11ch makes mer1 !1U!lll1n, a?1d !10-
where more so than in the end in3 of :~ostromo is a sense 
of community more lacklng. 2 9 
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III. The Secret Agent 
Guerard maintains that "1t would be possible to pre-
sent fjhe Secret Agen~ as the very darKest of Conrad's 
booksa a version of modern life and moder~ man untouched 
by grace in any form except that of ..Jritis11 le~:8.11~:; • 
• 
• • Yet despite 1 ts betrayal, squalor, and 6loom," 
counters Robert Andreach, 11 'rhe Secret it.z::en t, llke IJostromo, 
offers hope. The mystery of life survives the merely 
rational attempt to explain 1t away 
• • • • nt.i t, as 
Wiley explains, "·rhe impact of the story ls • • • more 
alarming than that of Nostromo not only becu.11s e tne tra0 1c 1saue 
comes more swiftly and with such explosive results but also 
because the whole chain of consequences def1es the lo61c 
of thought. In the fact that ord in&1ry reason c-annot com-
prehend the dialectic of evil ••• 11es the true horror 
of the tale. 113 
It is a tale of both public and pr1 va te betr·a.ya 1. 
Verloc, professed anarchist and agent provocateur for the 
Russian embassy in London, is 1nduced by the secretary of 
the embassy, Mr. Vladimir, to attempt to blow up tr1e 
Greenwich observatory. Verloc is not only a traitor to h1a 
country, but also to h1s family -- as we 11 as be lr1--; a 
coward. lie declines to plant the explosive hlmself1 instead 
he has his half-w1t brother-in-law, the sin~ulur object of 
his wife's love, do the Job. The brother-in-law, 3tevle, 
1s too incompetent for even th1s simple task, and he 
manages to blow himself up. F·or his cr1ne ~/erloc 1s 
JO 
murdered by his wife, "'1nn1e, who destroys herself shortly 
thereafter. 
Douglas Hew1 tt says, "The element of brutal and sord 1d 
farce which we have seen in lieart of Darkness ••• ls 
here dominant. 114 As pessimistic as tr1e book may be, 1 t 1a 
conceived more along the lines of comedy than of tra~edy. 
The reader ls held throughout at arm's len~th from the 
characters by a kind of comic distancing throu~h irony, he 
is never let too close. There is no sent1rnentf~l response, 
nor is there any really tragic eml)athy. J u e r t=i rd rn.fl. 1 r-1 t H. 1 !1 s • 
.. the function of the irony, :pa.~e after r.a.~e, ls to 
• • • • 
repudiate any generous response to n1isf ort1-..it:e 
aster. 11 5 Kirschner adds, "It is not just ttLe rneloc!rar::t1c 
subject that is a target for 1rony, but a whole society 
116 The bitter, scornful voice of the author 1nve1gha 
• • • • 
against the ma teria.listic and sp1r1 tual ly defunct sc'.· c i '=' t<·· 
which breeds revolut1onar1es as well as the revolut1.oruir1ea 
themselves and those close to them. 
To begin w1th, the world of ihe Secret A~ent 1s a 
world without love (excepting ~1nn1e's tra~1c 1evot1on to 
her half-wit brother) • .-J1ley notes that love 1s 11 sacr1f1o-
ed to ma ter1al interests, s 1nce rJ 1nn1e sells r.ers elf to a 
man repugnant to her for the s1lver coins ln the t111 of 
the shop of doub:tful wares." 7 Nor does 1/erloc tr'.1ly love 
his wife, 11 :rr1r. Verloc loved his w1fe as a w1fe should be 
loved -- That is, maritally, with the re~ard on~ h~s for 
8 one•s chief possession"(l82). The 1nst1tut1on of lll.lir-
riage is here reduced to a farce. 
)1 
Not only is there lack of unity on the fam1ly level 
(consider the fate of ~1nn1e's mother, doomed by cnoice to 
an almshouse, as well), but on all levels, amon'"5 colleagues 
and friends too. The anarchists bicker amon~ themselves 
constantly, agreeing on practically nothin~. Chlef Inspector 
Heat and the Assistant Commissioner each has his own secret. 
Michaelis, one of the anarchists, works alone. ·The 
Professor, the "perfect anarchist," works alone. And so on. 
The communications gaps which result can be dangerous. 
Stevie ignorantly conceives of Verloc as "good"1 th1s 5ets 
him blown to pieces. Winnie believes that './erloc and 
Stevie are as father and sons nothing could be further 
from the truth. Verloc is led to believe that winnie loves 
him for himself -- a fatal mistake, as is ~1nn1e's belief 
that she 1s loved by Oss1pon. Ignorance 1s not Stevie's 
fault, but it 1s the fault of ;w1nn1e and \'erloc -- r11s 
because of his vanity, hers because she held the belief 
that 11 th1ngs did not stand being looked 1nto"(176), In 
a more comic vein Michaelis must remain apart from h,iman 
discourse because "He was no good 1n discussion, not be-
cause any amount of argument could shake his faith, but 
I 
'I 
I 
][ 
I 
I\ 
)2 
because the mere fact of hearing another vo1ce d1sconoert-
ed him painfully, confusing his thout'~hts at once ••• ''(45). 
In the world of rrhe Secret Agent the "sacrosH.nct 
fetish" 1s science. As Vladimir says, 11 They Lthe middle 
class] believe that in some mysterious way scie:1ce is at 
the source of their ma. terial proaperi ty 11 ( ;, J). :ience the 
attack on the Greenwich observatory, on the flrst mer1d1an, 
symbol of science. (The situation is rich in irony w11en 
one considers Conrad's personal disapproval of science. 
His attitude is similar to that of wordsworth, who regards 
science as "a succendaneum, and a prop / I'o our 1nf 1 I :1.; 1 ty. u 
It is but a manifestation of materialism, wh1ch 1s a 
false founa.a.tion for society to build itself upon.) It 1s 
to be "an act of destructive ferocity so abs1.1r.;j a.s to be 
incomprehensible, inexplicable, al.most u.ritr1ir1~·:::J.~Dle, 1n 
fact, mad? l'rladness alone is trul}" terr1f~r1n~: • "l;)·1) . . 
. ,,,,.. . 
The act must provoke the jaded sens i'bi 11 t 1 es of a na t 1on 
complacent in 1 ts material prosperl t~,r and sense of rltir,-
teousness. 
The basis of that complacency 1s somewhat Just1f1ed. 
Unlike the United States ( "They have more chE1rac ter over 
there, and their character 1s essentially anarch1st1c 
• • • • The great Republic has the root of the deatruct1ve 
matter in her. 11 (?2] ) EnglcJ.nd 's "sentimental b1as" 1a firmly set. Complains the Professors 
America ls all right. It ls this country that 
1s dangerous, with her ldealis tic eo.:.c,~ T 'v 1 or: 
of legality. The social spirit of' ;:,:_1s ;,eo~le 
ls wrapped up in scrupulous prejudices and that 
is fatal to our work. 
• • • • • • • • • Nothing would please ne more than to see Inspector 
Heat and his like take to shootin~ us down in 
broad daylir.;ht with the appro·ncl of t.:;e :"i811c. 
Ha 1 f our bci t t 1 e w o u 1 d b ·3 ·;,.; o 11 t :-~ e r 1 ; -.:. : . e .: ·~ ~ ~ ~: t:. () -
gration of the old morality would r1ave set i:1 
its very temple. 
(7J) 
However, this insulation is not enou~h. Perhaps 
JJ 
England does not cooperate in the manner which wo·-11::: ;:le.use 
the Professor, but, as Vladimir contends, 11 The imbecile 
bourgeoisie of this country make themselves the acco:n-
plices of the very people whose aim it is to drive t~e~ 
out of their houses to starve in ditches 11 (29). iiowe 
agrees, 
"• •• in the end even the Cn;;lish do not come 
across very well, for if not ~uilty of the cr1~es of the 
Russians and the anarchists, they are guilty of a 
comtl,s-
.. 
cence and stupidity that makes them accessories to these 
9 
crimes." Heat, the 11.ssistant Commissioner, and the :io:::ie 
Secretary, for instance, are wrapped up in private, and 
sometimes petty, concerns: they are not really worr1ed 
about the public, confident as they are that there is no 
real danger. 
The physical aspect of London is portrayed 1n v1v1d 
imagery. 
His Ghe Assistant Commissioner• s I descent 1n-
to the street was like the descenr into a sllmy 
aquarium. from which the water had run off. A 
murky, gloomy dampness envelope~ hln. ~he walls 
0 f 
. the h OU S e S T,l' ere W pt J t'J. 'n.l. e - 1 1 ~ "' •' t ·,.~ e .,...._ r-,, , ; _, • .. • ~ 
1 
•" 
,-y - .._:_. \.A.' ~ v ..._ • • .J.. I..J '·-- .~ t'1 ,_1. f 
.... glistened with an effect of phosphoresce~ce •••• 
(147) 
The ugliness of the city reflects the ugliness of the 
society which inhabits it. A sense of this 
)4 
best captured in the description of the Cab of Ueath ride, 
Which,Karl says, "conveys a hopelessness of spirit in a 
modern city and creates a sense of impendin,:; doom. 1110 
The purpose of the ride is to deliver ~innie's mother 
and some of her belongings to the almshouse. The cab ls 
driven by a cabma.n who whips his horse despite 0tevle's 
supplication, "Don't whip," Karl explains, 11 ..Jhen .,tev!.e 
implores the driver not to whip the i1orse the human 1 t:; of 
the idiot is ironically pitted a;;ainst the .;ross real1t1es 
of city life, 1111 The driver whips '1not becaus•": hi.s so1.1l 
was cruel and his heart evil, but because he iw.d to earn 
his fa.re"(l57). 
when paid, 
The cabman looked at the pieces of silver, 
which, appearing very minute lr: his hi-:, ;.,:rimy 
palm, symbolized the 1ns1,-:r1if'lc::2:r-it r·~~::::-;l::s 
which reward the ambitious courn<e c,;1,: t) 1 l 
of a mankind whose day is sY1ort or1 t:-ils 
earth of evil. 
(165) 
(·rhe tone of this passage is mostly ironic, Conrad would 
like to keep us at a distancer but the whole scene la render-
ed with such pathos that there are actually two levels of 
reader response.) 
The cabman justifies himself to Stev1e1 
11 
I am a nie5h t ca bby, I a.'!', 11 :>: ;.;; , 1 s pe red 
w 1 th a sort of boa s t f u 1 e :.: Et s r-= e r- ,:::t -:-.:: i c:: ~ • got t O t !.:i. 1K e o 'u.' t w., 1 Cl t t y •1 e u ...... ; 1 1 1 "- 1 ~- ') -- 1 "·- --
..__ _ c..i.. • .. ,.} r 1 .L. ...._ _.... .__, ....._ \_J I__. ; J..l • J. .., 
give me at the yard. I've ~ot ~Y mlss~s 
four kids at 'ome." 
• • • • • • • 
t:i l1d 
• 
111
rh1s a1n' t an easy world." 
Stevie's face had been tw1tch1n~ for some 
time and at last his feelin~s burst out 1n 
their usual concise for~. 
"Bad! .oad ! 11 
• • • • • • • • 
"'Ard on 'osses, but dam' s1~ht 'arder on 
poor chaps like me," he wheezed just aud 1 bl::. 
\ 1 ~ : ,_ __ · - ~(· ) 
)5 
Stevie's generous soul naturally goes out to the afflict-
ed cabman and hls horse: 
"Poor brute, poor people! 11 ••• "Shame!" Stev1e 
~s no master of phrases. , • ~ut h~ felt with 
greater completeness und some p:rof-::1:lt:·:, ~:·.ctt 11 t t 1 e 
'T,To rd C 0'1,..., ta-- in orl r.l 11 >-: 1 s C; t:-) ,-.: ~ ,-, ·", ~--, ~ ,- , '\ __ " ... f~ -
r'~ l. .1. I._J u Ci. l - ....., ...., • ~ , • _. .._, _.. ..,._ • • • ..l • • ,. • 
tion and horror at one sort of ·,,,T f-~ -cc:: e:.: ·. c, '=· .-c ha Vin g t O f e ea
~ U PO '1 4- ; 1 8 '" D -· ,U i C' - 0 - . + . : -.. 1 . r -- :.i. "r"' 
- · ,. v [... CJ. ·-:_ •. 1 : • -' .;. L : . '-::: _' ,_. '. . ~ -~ -at the PO Or C O 1bma n 11 P ::.) .;.....L, l' "t . . ,.L_ ,-1 r.:; ', L~' ,_.,, -r' ·1 - r~, -.,,. ,·--: t ~ i '1 ~ .. ....., -....., _.... - ~ - ' .. ..._., '· ) .._., ~ .. - .,,__,. .... "--· -· .. 
the name, as it were, of his poor '.(Lis '"~ 
home • • • • It was a bad war ld. .::,ad ! ~ad! 
--
• • • • • • • • 
"Bad world for poor people." 
(171) 
Stevie seems to be the only one present Who really grasps 
this truth. He is the one always affected by 
the dramas of fallen horses w:1ose pathos and 
Violence induced him sometir::e2 to s:.rie:,{ 
piercingly in a crowd, 1·1Llc!l disll->::.,.:':. t.o be 
disturbed by sounds of distress i~ its quiet 
enjoyment of the national spectacle. 
( 9) 
He has not learned to be callous. He is ironically cast 
into the role of the wise fool, for 1t is he who possesses 
a genuine insight into the misery of the common lot of 
humanity. 
J6 
("One sort of wretchedness having to feed upon the 
anguish of the other" ties in well with Yundt's c:escr1.p-
tion of economic cond1t1onsz "Do you know r1o"f'i I ~..;ould 
call the nature of the present economic conditions? I 
would call it cannibalistic" [diJ; and w1 th the descrip-
tion of Stevie as "raw material for a. cannlb;..11 fea:::t.' 1[,~]) 
As bad as things are, however, the revolutionaries 
could only make them worse. They would bring about chaos. 
The morality of present society may be corrojec. by rwaterial-
1sm, but at least there is a sense of stability, continuity. 
Conrad remembers in a conversation about an~rc!~istic 
activities "remarking on the criminal fut111 t:1 of tt1e whole 
thing, doctrine, action, mentality; and on the con terr.pt 1 t,le 
aspect of the half-crazy pose as of a brazen cheat exploit-
ing the poignant miseries and passior1.t1te cred11l.it1es of a 
mankind always so tragically eager for self-,destruction. 11 12 
In creating his revolutionaries, Conrcad wrote, ur don't 
think that I've been satirlsing the revolt1tionary· world. 
All these people are not revolut1onar1es, -- they Are 
shams. 111 3 "But," as Baines points out, "if 1t wo.sr1 1 t 
Conrad's main purpose to sa t1r1se anarc:-i1sm and ttn£lrch1sts 
he leaves no doubt as to his contempt for them 
them throughout with scornful irony, untouched b'i' p,1t··- lf: 4 f , • .. . ... 
Their physical descriptions reflect thelr moral repul-
,I 
'1 
I 
' 
' 
)7 
si veness. Karl Yundt 1s 'bald, toothless, and ''deformed 
by gouty swellings" (42). "A bush of red er 1r1~ l v· nEJ.1r .. 
topped (ossipon•s] red, freckled face, witf', flatte:1e,! :1ose 
and prominent mouth cast in the rough mold of the ne~ro 
type 11 (44). The ticket-of-leave apostle, M1chael1s, 1.s 
less than five feet and six inches tall, yet ne we1~ns over 
eighteen stone (two hundred and fifty-two pounds). ·;erloc 
-1 is "burly in a fat-pig style"(lJ), and "he [i,asJ a.n a1.r 
of having wallowed fully dressed, all day on an tL'1.!llBde 
Wiley asserts that "throughout the novel there 1s pre-
ponderance of sheer bulk, an impression of 1nert musses with-
out 1nner force to quench the flame of 1rruti(J~·_;t.11t:,· 
through the social framework." 1 5 !rh1s preponcierc1r1.ce of bul,< 
includes Heat, Sir Ethelred, '..iinn1e, and her mother as well 
as :tv11chael1s, Verloc, and the gouty ~und t. ,,._iuera.rtl adds, 
"The Secret Agent's vision 1s of a 'mediocre m.ankl:1d' l.n 
an 'imperfect society', flabby, debased, eternally gull1ble 
• • • , 1\nd this poor humanity , • • 1s overcome b~,r fut-
ness as by a plague. It ls the sign of a universal SI)1r1-
tual indolence," 16 
The most prominent of those 1n th1a world of elcth are 
the anarchists ( except for the Professor, about ·~·,~-torn more 
will be said later). All are supremely lazy, i:1 the 
of Yundt, "The famous terrorist had never 1n h1s life ra1s-
ed as much as his finger against the social ed1f 1ce. 0 1·hey 
are all talk, no action -- unless, as 1n Verloc's case, 
prodded by an outside force, 
)8 
Were 1t not for Vladimir, Verloc never 1n his 11fe 
would have dreamed of carrying out such a desperate pl.an 
as blowing up a building, and he follo~s the n 1,) ,..... ~ . 1 •· ,- AX ~., c:.i.... n v.. ..... . -• 
treme reluctance. He is, in fact, the slave of' cor1·-1ent1or..al 
respectab111tyi 
For obviously one does not revolt n~uinst the advantages and opportunities ot· tr .. cit st{1te, 'D1.1t against t '.n e pr i C P. ,.,,.lh ..1.~ C 11 ~n l 1 C" t- ,,,,_ r~ ,- ·:, 1 ·. .,:,·· - 1'"' .... · .• -::. ,:- ~-i. . ...., e - .._, I: - - _......._ .-\, i..::) V U ,...._.,,. •--- --""" ..- ~. - ·-: .. -. '-·" ._ a 
._ 
, .' ·-- •.-.£. 1 n th e C O 1 )-1 01"' ,.._, C C e p t {.J ( 1 m O r'::: 1 1 i +- . r 
-~ ,=-~ ·: ~ ' - Y" '·, : ..... _ ....... -~ l ~ n t J.. ~ ....._,. -""'- .:.....U ...._ \.....A- _._ V ,} 7 i.._.l .....,, -- --
-. ·...../ .. - ~ ~ - ..... 
_........ • "' and to i 1. 11 he ma j or it :1 of rev o 1 tl t i o r1 i s ~~, :-::; ., t :-- c~ the enemies of d1sc1pline ~nd fati~ue ~os:::r . . 
{ ·~ : ) \ -- --
He is a seller of shady wares because it ls an easy way to 
make money. lle is respectably marr1ed -- so marr1ed, 1n 
fact, that he would leave the countr:l after the embttssy· 
interview except that he knows that r1is ,~ife 't'loul: :~c,t :1ear 
of going abroad. rle ls, as Curle says, " no t ·Dc1 s 1 ca 11 'l a. 
... 
real criminal, not basically anythtng at all except a 
good-for-nothing with sufficient brains to earn a 11vel1-
hood without working for it." 1 7 
Leavis has suggested that we not only see Verloc "as 
a sympathetic character compared \~1tr·1 ~f:r. Vladimir, but f1nd 
ourselves on the point of saying that he 1s 1n all essen-
tials an ordinary respectable citizen, concerned like any 
other to maintain himself and his wife in security and 
comfort. 1118 11 It seems to follow 11 from tr.ls re::.n.r~, pos1ts 
Kirschner, 11 that Conrad's irony is aimed not onl~, at ·;erloc's 
)9 
indolence, mediocrity and domestic e~oism, but that of the 
'ordinary respectable citizen•. 111 9 
a point a bit; however, it seems clear that '/erloc is r.nrd-
ly a real secret agent, but a more or less com::.c.on sort of 
person who happens to be so lazy that he falls in~o h1s 
profession for sheer want of anything better to do to :a1n-
ta1n himself with maximum ease. He represents the most 
common sort of anarchist. 
The polar opposite of' Verloc 1s the .Professor. Unlike 
the other three proclaimed anarchists, he ls danF,erous. 
As ~s. Hay points out, there is a definite t1st1nctton 
between the Professor, "who would destroy 8.nytnl!:,:c, l:1clud-
1ng himself ••• and the mere shams who would not 11ft a 
finger against the social edif'lce."20 nhat drives him is 
his intense vanity. Stunted 1n growth, a fr11 lt1rc 1~ 
former profession (Ossipon too ls a "drop-out 11 ), the 
Professor derives his creed from personal impulse. As 
Conrad says, 
••• In their own way the most ardent of 
revolutionaries are perhaps doin;.~ no rr.ore but 
seeking for peace in common -..r1ti. ::he :-est of 
mankind -- the peace of soo'Cf'.eC:. vc.,ni C:J, of 
satisfied appetites, or perhaps of ap;ehsea 
conscience. 
(dl) 
The Professor ls, Baines concludes, "the e:nbo<l iment or all 
that ls anti-social and destructive 11 ; 21 :11.~ "represents 
revolutionary abnormality 1n its most disconcerting und 
22 repugnant form," adds Leav1s. 
40 
He scoffs at the sham revolut1onar1es, 11 The terror-
1st and the policeman both come from trJ.e same tBs~:et. 
rlevolution, legal1 ty -- counter moves in tr1e same ~Etrne 
" • • • • The Professor refuses to follow the ~ame's 
rules; he stands totally outside of convention; he 1a the 
complete outlaw. "He was impossible -- a r:ad doh to be 
left alone." Explains ..Jiley: "The terror the Frofessor 
inspires emanates from the logic that life 1n all its 
complexity can offer no defense against t11e wlll t)ent on 
death. 1123 
It is worth noting the last 11nes of the book, wh1oh 
are devoted to the Professors 
And the incorruptible Professor walked ••• averting his eyes from the odious ~ultitude of mankindo 1-ie had no fut-ure. ~~e ,~:iscial!'~ed 1 t . He 1~a s a f or c e o ; : i s t: ".. o u_ ~-: ;r1 t s c, r1. r f~; ~::; :~ ·~ : the images of ruin and liestr'Jctic):1o .. ·~· wal~ed frail, insi~nif'icar1t u s~1.t1.LJr),:/, ~:i:;,~r-able -- and terrible ln ti1e si=:olici t·." c,:·· • L h i S 1 d ea C.a 11 in (T' ma- c' -,1 e .-, C'.,' I l )1 :··; rl e ·~ r ,'. ~ r -:--- r·, t- 'n e· f'_-:...·, I -*- - LJ .. J (._ .... -• __ .. _ __,,, "'--· ~-·· ,_, _... 
·../' --~ 
._,, . • regeneration of' the ~,.iOl"l 1j_ e ~~O:)ci·l,/ lc:,Jc:•2:: at him. fie pas s e d on ur1 s 11 s p e c t e (i '.j. :·1, : -~ e ;.: 1., i 1 y , like a pest in the street full of :ne:1. 
(Jll) 
He is not a man but a force (one which perhaps lies 1n 
the breasts of all men), a potential for evil and des-
truction. One thinks of the Kurtzian loss of restra1nt, 
moral principle, control. Perhaps it is only our ~or~ 
and our social fabric that enable us to keep this ..... 0 L,,' 
-
.. 
tential dormant. Another thought worth considering 1s 
suggested by Wileyz "The cause for unrest Conrad attr1-
41 
butes ••• not to the act1v1t1es of professional rad1c-als 
b t t th hi ti 1 it th h t t .. .. 1 1 ~ .. 24 u o e anarc s c sp r . roug. ou ne soc ,1 or-..... er. 
The Professor, then, is the embodiment of th1s sp1rlt. 
That 1t permeates much of the social order, 1n I':1e secret 
Agent at least, 1s obvious. 
·rhe police, for example, are practically as morall,y 
corrupt as their revolutionary oppor-1er1ts. Cr1lef Inspector 
Heat wishes to protect Verloc, his private source of 1:1~ar-
mation, and implicate l1 1chaelis, though he 1s reasoru1bly 
sure that the ticket-of-leave apostle had. nothln~ to do vtth 
the bombing. 2 5 The Assistant Commissioner cur1r1ot 
happen; 1'i1chael1s 1s the protege of a wealth:l i~r1d 1.r~flu-
ent1al friend of his wife. ~ 1 'If the fellow 1s ever la1d 
hold of aga1n,' [the Assistant CoL1Illissio:1er] tr1ou~ht. 'she 
[the friend] will never f ore;l ve me 1 , 11 [11~ ) 
The highest authority involved, and ar1atocrat1c repre-
sentative of the government, is Sir ~thelred, the Home Secre-
tary, "whose interest," Karl notes, "1s 1n fls:1t~rles ru.tr.er 
than the affairs of people. 1126 "Be luc1d,tt 11 :·~o ciet.alls, 
please" -- these are the interruptions he repeatedly 1nserts 
when the Assistant Commissioner is tryin ... - to inform t11m of 
what is going on. Wiley sums 1t ups 111The edifice the 
Professor wishes to shatter has no stron~er guardians than 
Heat, a slave to routine; the :Pollce :o:n.i.i:.1ss1oner, and ener-
getic but officially hampered Don ~u1xote1 and the Secretary 
42 
of State, a weak-eyed crusader 1n a frock-coat. 1127 
Contributing to the general decay ot· the system 1s the 
elderly patroness of !~I1chael1s. 
The humanitarian hopes of the mild M1chael1s tended not towards utter destructio~, but merely towards tl1e co~plete ecor1c1:-:1ic ~'-1i::. :,f t n, e s y s t em Q \ n d s 1!"") e ,...:; i· (~ ·r1 0 t y. p () 1 l . r C' ("J. ,.:_·. ·, • ·, . ~::, r e 1 .l.. 4 . J. ... ..i. ......_ 1 ,_ - '-' ..__._ -~- ...._ I • •· ·~ -·· I < • • _. was the moral r1arru of itGI It \•ro:.ild (lo a.way· with a.11 the multitude of' tr1e 11 :pa.rver1us 11 •• 
• • • • • • • • With the annihilation of all capital t'.r1ey would vanish, too; but universal r~i~ .•• would leave the social values u~1to1-J.ci1e(l. The disappearance of the last piece (Jf :-:20!1ey could not affect people of posi-cior~" 
(111) 
• • 
Here the aristocrat 1s found guilty of the same charge 
leveled at the middle class earlier: J)0.rt1cipa ti.on 1r1 
one's own undoing. (The same mi6ht be saiQ of the lower 
class, if one wishes to consider the drin:..cln;._.; t1tJ.bl ts c)f 
the ca.bman or of lfirs. i~eale.) If any gener,al state:::ents 
might be made about society as depicted 1n rhe Secret 
Agent, one might be that it appears to be perversely 1n-
dulg1ng in self-destruction. 
Baines complains that "although the 1ron1c.al treat-
ment provides a unity of mood, the book l;J.c:,{s, unlike most 
of Conrad's work, a unifying theme •• 
• • Th1s 1s r1ot 
true a.tall. "The theme," according to Karl, "11ke that 
of Nostromo and Heart of :Uarkr1ess, is surely a. preser1tat1on 
of moral corruption as it spreads from c1ty to 
Conrad's aim is the ironic castigation of modern llfe, 
particularly the middle class worship of science and ma-
4J 
ter1al1sm and the drab world it has built for 1tsel:". 11 29 
The pseudo·-finarchists are, then, mere wh1pp1n~ post~.JO 
Conrad's attack is far broader in scope. It 1s leveled 
against the moral deficiency of a whole soc1et:r, not Just 
a few of society's more obviously deprave,d members. 
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IV. Under Western Eyes 
In the 1920 "Author I s i'iote" to Under :~es tern ~t:es, 
Conrad declared his intention in wr1t1n.;:~ tr1e 11ovel to '-· 
have been "an attempt to render not so much tr1e pol1 t1-
cal state as the psychology of Russia itself •••• 111 
46 
His ambition was, according to 1,1rs. hay, to capture 11 the 
very soul of things Russian," 2 an exl)S.nsive goal which 
precluded too close an examination of the purely "pol1t1-
cal" aspects of Russian life. Though not a "political 
novel" in the strictest sen~ Under ,lestern eves ?1o~ethe-
less provides some valuable insights into the motivation 
and structure of contemporary Hussian political act1·~.r1ties, 
as well as fulfilling the broader purpose of deli~eatin~ 
what Conrad conceived of as the essential Hussian character. 
More importantly the book contributes a ~reat deal to the 
reader's appreciation of Conrad's political posture and 
attitude toward the state of h11man society 1r1 ~:eneral. 
The story concerns the plight of a :toun~; ;1.uss 1an, 
Bazumov, who against his will is made the confidant of 
Victor Haldin, a revolutionary and fellow student. rtazu.mov 
rejects Haldin's confidence, betrays him to the pol1ce, 
and subsequently becomes a spy upon Russian re·\rolution-
aries living abroad in Switzerland for the huastan author-
1 ties. In tracing Razumov' s career, Conrad explores tr1e 
Russian revolutionary movement and comments upon revolu-
4? 
tionary activities in general. Nineteenth century hues1a 
is a country in which revolution is perhaps most Justifi-
able, which the author makes clear, and some of the revolu-
tionaries are sincere, dedicated people I yet he re>-';1:t.rds 
the movement with distaste, which !!lay be ta}{e~, as n co~:-
demnation of revolutionary activity everywhere. 
be investigated in the course of my discussion • 
i'hls w1ll 
In his essay uAutocracy and 
...J.'a r '' • o T") 1 ... , • (; ;..1. 1 1 i 1d es n V ~ .. .., -. L-~ L.alt._ - ...._ ...._ ... -,.,• to an 
inscription Bismarck caused to be engrave:i 1r:s1ie u r1r.;:, 
upon his retirement from the post of Prusslnn m1n1ster 1n 
St. Petersburg, "Ia. Huss1e, c'est , -.; t 1 ,:=.. r;. n ~- I f .. · 
...... _.("'"' .. •V• ~ The 1nscr1p-
tlon sums up Conrad's opinion of' rtussia's traC.itlo::al ;,os1-
tion among civilized states: to him she would never be 
anything but militarily incompetent, politically corrupt, 
morally moribund. 
The old monarchies of Europe "had a past and a future, 
they were human." In contrast, 11 Russ1an autocracy suc-
ceeded to nothing; it had no historical past, and 1t cannot 
hope for a historical future. It cai1 onl.y· l e .,1ri 11 '4 .. _.._ . ". . . i ,....... . ,~....-
.. , o t. 1 :1e, 
worthwhile can be sought through evolutionary means, 
"There can be no evolution out of a 
·rr1e a.lterna .. 
tive to evolution offers no greater hope: "In wl:a. tever f om 
of upheaval auto era. tic tiuss ia. 1s to find her e:id, 1 t C..'lr. 
never be a revolution fruitful of moral consequences. It 
., 
cannot be anything but a rising of slaves. 11 D 
:{J 
In an oft-cited passage from the "Author's :-~ote," 
Conrad more forcefully states his case: 
The ferocity and imbecility of an autocratic rule reject inb a 11 le.::=s. l i t.y anci 1 r1 f't1 ct ':)rt sin; itself upon complete more,.l a::1s .. rci:is::·: ~-r--u~.·c:':(~s th e n O 1 e S S i rr1 b e C i l ,~ ~ ·. .,.-, 1~ :: i +- I' r: r- 1 ·--: · . -:~ ' . · c-'. • . · • ·, ~ .- • ..,..__ ....._, c:,...... .... .., ,............ ,._'\.. V J ~ ....i.... ·-· '-' 
-- - ..... ~ ~ I I .__ ~ 
....,. ""' a pure 1 y U t o pi an rev o 1 u t i o r1 i s: :: e ~ 1 c c:< . : . ~ -. :;· ::.: i ~ . -: d e s tr u c t i on tJ y th e f i r s t :: e L:. ·c~ s ·:,.>.:.: : . ·'. :. : . : , ~ : . :: r:. e S tran.::; 8 C 0"1V i Ct 1· on t'r.l· a +- -'-~. -1··, ur: r:; ~; -- Pr, ~L- ': 1 ° · · · · ... · P ~ .1.. C...-A,.. V <.-,<' ... . ... -~__.._ .- ... ~ "'" " .._.. .. .... . ~~ ··- '-"' ... ... -~ .. ... ) ...._,,, of hearts mu.st folloi1 tt·~e c:ovir1f:_ill ,:=):· '~:-~~· g 1 V en []1 l Ufn ~~ D .1.l D 8 t l• t U +- i O r'! 5='. a 
·. ·r·· p c: ;:, ' ... r·, ,"i ' - ;-:::. ' ' r"' A 
-
--~ V 
.... - -
,j_ .. l ..._.,. i..........! -· \. '-·' ...... ~ l_, -"-- - L-.. .,,,._ 
--J ~ "· unable to see tl1lJ.t all t:1.e,, ct1.:--i e:'_(::::cr is t... merely a c}:1.ang e of r1c1.ce s • .:.·r: e c r ;,::-- ~~:::; ~ c: T's ci nd the oppressed are 8.11 riussi2.r1s to~··,::·~~.!~,-~r; .: .. :r1d the world is brou.-~;ht o:c1ce ;::-ioT'e :':::.c·2 tc) -~•·~_:.c~:; w 1th the truth of the s a :r i i-1-~~ tr tci t t:: e ·~ :_ . e I' cannot change his stripes r1or tne leopar(i r1is spots • 
. The ruthless I"ir. de P--, whom \iictor zia.ld 1n assas-
s1na tes, was, while he lived, autocratic "feroc1.t:,, arid 
1mbec111ty" incarnate, 
He served the monarchy by imprisoning, exiling or sending to the gallows men a~d women, youn~ and Old • With an Rq~uablP a 'Un. ,.,~pr..i r .... i,=:;.~ ~ .,.,.,:; '' c ~- r·r , - - -- * ..... 1 i ~ ·-"" ........ ..._, ·-~A -..a... .... ,.I.. ·- \ L-J... .. _ ) 1_... -- ,, ~ • In his mystic accepta11ce of' t:·1e r..:ri~1ci r-l·::: :):, autocrac i.T he WaS ben+- Qr'> o ... \.,..+- 1 f,1'\0 +-- 1 71 . .- ~·-rr·, 0 , ·r·,, ,:::. J ... V ... j.,, ,-..,, -" V ...;... -'- ',..._, :..1... l_, ~ .... . . 
--· _._ -~ ......... ~ I ..... .._,. -
. 
land every Vest i (1' e O ,+'l. c~ ·,1 \ r t' "l i 'r'·1 ;..·· t- ·,, (l .J...L, r ~=,. ~· i".::c ~' .... '. i p ,·1· i,.,__.) L..-~ ...... J ..... __ : v ..... c ... - - ·-6..,...., . .._,,.,,.'lo._·_.._.._,ii,_ freed Om in Pub 1 i C in C' t i ·tu+- 1· 0 'rl ,.., • , ·,-. 1 i ,.,, ,·· ~ ,-, la.....) l,.. '4 ..._ ;::,1 ' (_ .t. ~ .!. I --- ~ ~ ._ ~ J_ ~-: ruthless persecution of tl1e risin"'.':: '"·,::;::er .... c.i ~c1on he seemed to aim at t}1e destruction of t·r1e very hope of liberty itself. 
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Justifiably, a revolutionary movement arose to oppose 
the tyranny which de P-- represented. ·u1 -n. -f' o r +- ,1 ·r-. 0 f- ~ l · -... ... ,._, . ...., ·, .. • .:.;.J,. V _, ... 1 I the 
reins of leadership were soon seized by self-a~~;.--rrir1d1::1ng 
frauds -- viz., Peter Ivanovitch and r:adame de 5--. 
Genuine altruists in the movement, such as ~Jictor ;iald1n, 
were too blinded by idealism to realize the eventual :1ope-
) 
f 
• 
lessness of their position. 
Speaking through the teacher of langua~es, the 
western narrator of the novel, Conrad ou tl1nes wr1a t he 
believes to be the general trend 1n any revolut1on, 8 
The last thing I want to tell you is th1si in a real revolution -- not a si~cle dvnast1c -
' change or a mere reform of i::istit1-1ticJ~:s --in a r ea 1 rev o 1 u t l on t r1 e be s t c i 1: l r ( l c t ,-~~ 1-- :=.~ : c not Come to tn. A fr· 011t • . Vi') 1 ,-..,.,- - .., .. ,::-_- ..... ~ i '· ~ ~ ,,.....,,n ~ - _ i \.. '·-' J_ ,.- • ., V ..:.. ~ '•' -
-- '-'- V """- ,..I • • falls into the hands of' nE1r:t·o·,·;-:~:~·:·:.~ ,:: : :·'."·,::.i. :.ics or ty-ran11iCB.l h~lpocrites clt :'ir.=:t,o .~:··-~ 1':.:'?.'·,'1·:1::""··:s ' ' t 
.£" • ' 
. ' • l 
...., -, 
, 
C Om e S -i- ·n e U r ','"'\ 0 t "" e "1 ...,,.. e ...... e r"'1 - ""' r "\ ' I~ 
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v.. 
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-..., 
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~ ... c,t,.. ... 1..._..._ V ..L 
....... v° ...- --
_.i._. - • 
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- •. , ...... , 
~-- .. _.. 
. ......... .i. 1.. movement -- but it fJ8.sses c.1.·~1;r1.·i fl~():-~~ t:.,:r::, .i..!'!ey are not tl1e leaders of' ;_i T':3 .. Iol·,1ti('·~111 
_:·~;3·,- E::ire ~ 1 t S V i C t i 'fTI S .• th ,,.... ,. r i C t i rn S " ..J:' ·' ~ ,--, - •. ~ 0 · c··, • ·, ' ~ .-~ c::: \/ .LI..... {_.,1 l. -1.. l. L2__) .... - L.A..~ V ' 
_J ~ 
.4.. ~ ~::, -enchantment -- often of I'e::.orsc::'. o 
.. c, ;;e:::: grotesquely betrayed, ideals curicaturer~ --that ~s the definition of a revolutiorutry suc-cess. 
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The speech falls upon the deaf ears of 1•:lss 
whose condition of utter desperat1on (she speaks 
~~Rld1n, 
.... 
·. ne 
'-' .. 
epigraph that Conrad chose for the novels "I woul1 take 
liberty from any hand as a hungry ::ian wol1ld s:10. tc!-1 ri 
piece of bread. 
• • ") will not let her re11r1n11lst1 the ... 
one hope left for the salvation of her people. Her 
desperate faith in Russia's ability to sur~ount 1ts social 
difficulties, and, indeed, to surpass thf.:! ·.._:est lr1 tr1e 
establishment of social concord and justice t 11 ... e itusslans 
shall find some better form of natio:1.E1l freedom t!".t1n t,n 
artificial conflict of parties -- which 
50 
it is a conflict and contemptible because 1t 1s art1f1c1al. 
It is left for us Russians to discover a better + - ,O-•• 1 ., .-.. :" ,, 
w a ·,~ ' 1 ...L ~· C .. ) 
. . ' 
.. -
reflects Miss Haldin 1 s susceptibility to what I•:ra. ~:r1 ~, c.a. l la 
... 
"the Russian messianic myth, the myt!1 of Holy Huss1a, wn1ch 
underlies the na tionallsm of all the rtus s 1an. c:111r,1 c: ers 1n 
the novel. The servants of the autocracy, Frtnce ~--, 
General T--, Councilor r'likulin, and R.azumov h 1mself, no less 
than the utopian revolutionists, 
the 
dream of Russia 1 s sacred mission among the 
of the 
world 
-- a mission made manifest by Christ Himself and 
destined to be fulfilled despite every obstacle w1th1n 
Russia or outs1de.u10 
Miss Haldin 1 s brother, Victor, earlier expresses faith 
in the myth while s1 tting in Hazumov 's room in 1·.oscow, 
"My spirit shall go warring in some rlussiaYi 
till all 
falsehood is swept out of the world. The modern c1v111z.a.-
tion is false, but a new revelation shall come out of 
Russia" ( 17). Faith manlf ests its elf in iiazu.mov as he stands 
"on the point of conversion" while contemplatin;; the 11 sacred 
inertia" of the Russian landscape, "Like other rtusslans 
before him, Razumov, in conflict with himself, felt the 
touch of grace upon his forehead" (34). 11 
The influence of the myth should not be underestimated, 
without it (whether it is subscribed to consciously or 
unconsciously) the miasma of illusion which obscures the 
vision of the intelligent idealists could be dispelled --
an event which would probably brln;; about an abrupt 
change in their revolutionary attitudes. 
Almost all the characters subscribe to a quas1-
mystical vision of h11man solidarity on the communa 1, or 
state, level. Revolutionary or autocrat, t~ey full to 
recognize that what they have invested their f9.1 tr~ 1n 
is pure illusion. Howe's claim that the only possible 
., 
. l 1 ? 
solidarity is a "solidarity of isolt1tec v·lcti::s"'"' not-
51 
withstanding, the opportunity for a "fellotis::ir of sot1lsu{4C), 
on the individual level at least, does occas1or!£lll:, presen.t itself, Razumov forsakes his mo:ner1 ti:1r~.r 1~ Dt~lse to es ta-~, . 
blish such a fellowship with Hald1!1, re ~ '·, C' ., ·, . 1 1 '· ··· t· 0 ° ._, ~-- ... ·--. - . ~ r. -· l!.,A. 
"' 
-
"superior power [which inspire~ r1ir:i w1 th a flow of master .. 
ly arguments" ( 25). As Guerard poir1ts out, su1Jer1or .. 
power is his ability to ratiot1alize u!1d ,.:en.erttll::e ~:el!~~s!, 
aims. 111 3 Razumov's abandonment of fello.-;sh1J) is s:rm~:Jol1c 
of Russia's abandonment of ufellows::1.p' (1.e., true com-
munity) on a state level. 
Victor Haldin may have compromised Razumov 1n the 
first place by imposing a bond of trust upon h1m before 
ascertaining Bazum.ov' s moral posi t1o:i; t·u t tt1e error com-
mitted, Razumov fully comprehends tr1e s 1 tu.a t1or1 1:: to rt!~ 1 ch 
he has been placed -- "I am responsible for yauu (60). 
All things considered, Razurnov 11 certc1itil~; could not be 
blamed for his disapproval and had no obl1;.~at1on to ~1elp 
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Haldin," but, Baines complains, "he need not have given 
him up •• 
• • cowardice, fear for his future, was Ht 
the bottom of his actionr the honorcible course would have 
been to tell Haldin to go a.way • • • • 11 14 
& 
Having betrayed Haldin (as 3a.ines points out, 
Bazumov himself applies the word "betrc_<r" to his act), 1 5 
Razumov falls victim to the state -- not beca ~ls e of uny 
idealogical commitment, but because of his need ~or 
Mikulin's sympathy. liurin,S his act of betrayul, .rlazumov 
says to himself, "I want to be understood" ( 39). ._'r.e 
narrator explains, "Razumov longed desperately ror ••• 
moral support 11 ( J9) • 
..Jhen he later fulfills tt:1kul1n's 
prophecy, "You w111 be coming back to us"(295J, lt 1s not 
to the state that Razumov responds, but to t•:iku11~,. "t:-:e 
only man in the world able to understand h1s conduct"(297). 
As the narrator explains early in the novel, 11 .\0 ~um.an 
being could bear a steady view of moral solitude without 
go 1 ng mad " ( 3 9 ) • 
r11kul1n's "understanding," however, is hardly suff1-
Cient; so that in betraying r:laldin, H.azumov betrays himself, 
since he consigns himself forever to the moral soli t\1:i e :·:e 
wishes so despe~tely to escape. And, in effect, ne even 
loses his former personality. Karl explains, "He exists 
only because of .i:ialdin's memory, only becciuse i'.aldln exists 
16 for the people 1n Geneva"; he is nothing to I•'.ikuli:1 but " 
a tool with which to gather information about the revolu-
' 
5) 
t1onar1es' act1v1t1es. 
11
If I could only go and spit it out at some of them 
(the revolutionarieSJ 
-- and take the con sequences"\} 02.;, 
he says. rle eventually does confess, of course; b~t ne 
achieves no real expiation. 
"
0 es t wor,,_, so' 1 t·,,,,~; p ann 
"-!. , n.. , -.. d, '---, ·- ' ~ ..... 
the frankness of intercourse with his kind were allKe for-
bidden to him. .d:verything was ~one 11 (Jo;). Accord in.::: to 
Mrs. Hay, the physical punishment he suffers ut the ha.nds 
of the terrible Necator -- having both ea:rdrums burst --
"excommunicates him utterly from his world •••• ~11nd-
ness (one may think of the blinding of Gedipus) would cut 
off a man from the vision of a horrible set of circu:r.stancee, 
but deafness would separate him from ordinary communlcu-
tions with his fellow men, which is the state that i.azumov 
has already recognized as existing. 1 I am in~ependent --
and therefore perdition is my lot(J62). 1111 7 
(In Conrad's world, whether one recosnizes and passive-
ly accepts the consequences for his acts really makes no 
difference; no one escapes his fate. In a letter to 
Marguerite Poradowska, Conrad states, "Each act of 11fe ls 
final and inevitably produces its consequences in spite of 
all the weeping and gnashing of teeth anct the sor:::-ow of weak 
souls who suffer as fright grips them when confronted wlth 
the results of their own actlons. 11 ) 18 
Without stretching our ima61nations, we can accept soae 
significant correspondences between Razumov and !",1S r~oce-
land. Mrs. Hay maintains: "In da zumov' s own :1.a. t llre, 
Conrad figures the central d 1 lemma a!1d trai-::ed:,l' of B.uss 1an 
life, the life of a people who for .... ~e:1.era ti.c):is, ant.i part1-
cularly in the present century, r1ave r1Lti,Jel~,r 
state. 
• • • and to further this er1d, r1.a~1e methoc!1call:,· 
sought to destroy whatever threu te~1ed tt1El t :1oly au t11or1 ty. r,19 
Guerard points to \-1hat 1s peri1ups fl more obv1o·,_ls 
parallel, just as :tia.zumov is "done for" between "t:~1e drunk-
enness of the peasant incap..1ble of act1.on und tr1e dream-
intoxication of the idealist inca~~ble of 
2 -reason of th1ngs"(31), so too 1s Russia. '-. 
tr1e 
And just as there is no exit for Ha zt.1mov, trapped aa 
he is between a pernicious autocracy· t1n.,:i B.n eqtu.111:,· od1oua 
revolutionary movement, there 1s none for Russ1a elt~er. 
If Razumov is "a puppet of his past 11 ( J62), as tl1e n11.rru tor 
maintains, his countr)' is as well. At one po1nt 1!1 tr1e 
novel, B.azumov, referring to iiuss1u, emp11at1.cfill:.· 
"I am itt 11 (209) Figuratively speak1n~, 1ndeed 1.s • 
If Under Western Eyes deprives Russia and her aubJeota 
of even the slightest l"jl1mmer of hope, wr1a t of 1. ts p1ctu,re 
of Geneva, the symbol of ·western der:iocracy? Cons1der1n.: 
the plight of her own country, Mlss Hald1!1'a contempt for 
Western states -- 111rhere are na t1ons that have ma:ie tr1e1r 
bargain with fate. 
• • • 
--1s hardly justified. Yet there is sufficient evidence 1n 
'I 
', 
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the novel that Conrad, too, detected some unenv1able aspects 
of Western society. 
Consider the narrator's description of the Bast1onaa 
I observed a solitary 0wiss couple, whose fate was made secure from the cradle to tr1e .:.:rave b:; the perfected mechanism of democratic ~:~stit=.·,J.-t1ons in a renublic t}~1a t could cl 1-~>:JS t 'r~i~:; : _., l 1 ·: ... 1n the pa 1m Of 0 !1 .. e t ~ ha .. ·nQ' • ~~-1 p 'r1".-i Yl C ,r, "i (~-,. · ,. 1-°"" 1 1'4 q s lv - - .. - ..... • __, ._ ~•_.I....,.... ... J. ' -· - •. -~' ..... -
....-
_....,, lo_, • uncouth, was drinl,cin.~-; be,2r ot1t of c:. ~-lit.::-,·?ri:--.--gla S S O the "T~roman rust i C a· r. d 1· 1 r·, Ci" 1 I::_; • ..,, ~ .-- 'r·u.1 C 'K: .... 
' v, ' 
- ..., 1 . ..,..-1 ....._,:: • ..i,, 
''""""'""' ' 
-- .._,,..,:..,!.,_..., • _.....,..,...,.,.... ~ • 1n the rough Chair, g;a Zed id 1./ El TO 1.1~-:;~~ • 1, l '/: -~- ) 
There is also the lake, "whose precise, orrJerl~1, a~d we 11-
to-do beauty must have been attractive to the unromantic 
imagination of a business man"(l4J). 
In choosing between the Swiss and the Russian -- 1n 
Guerard' s words, "the complacent and com:passlor:.a te, t(1e mer-
cenary and the mystical, the 'saved' and the tra~1c, the 
21 abstract and the human,. 
-- Conrad's preference for the 
former is not without reservation. Mrs. ::ay even su'"'-:- .... :e s ts 
that in describing the little island upon which 1.ia:zurnov 
decides to do his writing ( tt·rhere was some thin~ of na 1 ve. 
odious, and inane simplicity about that unt'rec11-1e?1ted. ttny 
crumb of earth named after Je.an Jacques 1iousseau. Some-
thing pretentious and shabby, too"), .,Conrad seems to be 
applying to the place words he would like to use for the 
22 man commemorated, the father of democracy and revol':.1ti()r1." 
Conrad's antipathy is not confined to the .::ast, ·o\1t 
includes the West as well; the bitter revuls1on ne felt to-
wards the former exceeds h1s d1ataste for certa.1.n u _o .. "AC .. g (..I. .. l ..,, ,_ I., ' 
.. 
I 
'I 
II 
I 
... 
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of the latter. However, governments of both, he feared. 
could be omi11 voroue z 
"It seems that the suva..;;e n·.ltocracy • 
no more than the divine democracy [fay emphas1;}, does not 
limit its diet exclusively to the bodies of its enemies. 
It devours its friends and servants as we 11 11 l J Oc, J • 
11 1•'.lan ls born :free; 11 wrote nous sea u, "and everywhere 
he is 1n chains. 
• • • r-_: ow d 1 d· t ·n 1 s c ~, a ...., - e. c o ..... ;;'.lt a "'au t ? 
.. • • " • " ,- ·, ..... _. \..• ' ' j 
• • • 
.,--,, ,-...,, 
c i What can make lt leg1t1mate? 11 ~ 11 
rln h 1 S· .~ 1 , p Q t 1 .- r 1 a 
• • --rJ ~ - "' . V .. 
... 
drama ti zed in the novel's search for a genuine com:::u:11 ty,., 
contends Fleishman, 11and in the related search for a proper 
? ! I 
'- .. relation of the individual to that comrn'J.nity. 11 .::iucn a 
community ls to be found 1n neither the "irrational or 
, w.yst1cal 11 collectivism of Hussia nor the 11art1f lcial rel.a-
/ C. 
t1ons among discrete individuals""-' whicf, comprise Swiss 
society. What, then, 1s this genuine community? 
J:c,leishman defines it as "a liv1ns culture inv1t1ns 
personal identification ••• a nestern and modern ideal 
of human brotherhood. 1126 
, .,.. . r ',- ., .•. , .~ ~· ..,., . , -· ft ir:1 1 1 
.tSa n Cr O , t.., J. .1 :.. . ..... , cl o .. ,.. :)as 1 ca 1-
ly the same lines, defines it accordln . .; to the pr1nc1;,le 
of "Human Solidarity," which, he says, reflects Conrad's 
concern with "a total spiritual achieveme~1 t in process 
toward realization , • , an un-political, un-n.atio~ml, and 
a divine and timeless society, 112 7 The persiste:1t violation 
of the solidarity principle by Conrad's characters :1ancroft 
accepts as deviations to be expected in the societal nlsus. 
I 
Both critics exclude from cons1derat1on the very 
r -io 
salient poss1b111ty that the ideal soc1ety they lnt·er 
from the two negations of this society described 1n 
Under Western E;yes is, 1n Conrad's view, f)'J.relJ that --
ideal, a transcendent state of genuine solldar1ty wh1ch 
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real society can never hope to achieve. 
mind, no evidence in Under 'rlester!;. ~'tc~s 
rl'here ls' to my 
theory of any "spiritual achievement in process toward 
realization." 
In an act of self-justification for his betrayal 
of Haldin, Razumov, "still-faced and his 11ps set hard 
• • • [writes in] a large hand. • • almost ch1ld1sh, 11 
his five-point pol1t1cal credos 
History not Theory. 
Patriotism not Internat1onal1sm. 
~volution not rtevolutlon. 
Direction not Destruction. 
Unity not Disruption. 
(66) 
This is no affirmation of a firm set of p·ol1t1cal values, 
it is a negation, a reaction. Razumov, 11>:~= Co:1.ru.-: .::1m-
self, is driven to his posi t1on by f e.ar. ...1tr1 cor1s1derable 
perspicacity Howe observes that "beneath the controlled st1ft-
ness of Conrad's stoicism, as beneath his conservatism, tnere 
flows a bleak and terrible disbelief, a radical s~e:ticis= 
. 
.. that corrodes the underside of everything he values. 11 '"··:J 
I, 
1' 
Events 1n the novel reveal th1s skept1c1sm. liazumov, 
the "son of reason," is more the p.Ei.wn of soc1a.l and :~1s-
tor1cal circumstances than victim of uny 1nna te weak:1ess 1 
as Conrad points out, he 1s essentially an 11 or,l ' .... (.l r·· ' ..... • ........ , '.\. ..... 'J 
.. 
young man, fl and one with a ~,{een intellect, ' W!10, a.s :' le1ehman 
says, falls v1ct1m to t}1e II the ct bsurd 
• • • the u. bsurd 
I") ,, ·,, being the absolute claims of moderr1 nolitics. 
L ,, fl . ./ 
' :nore J\ ... 
pa the tic victim is the ill-starred V1c tor :.r:1 ld 1n, ll"tJ'q O "... . 
in seeking to reB.lize an ideal in a world of error, 11 
... 11ey 
notes, "ultimately lQauses]more evil tb ..a~ ,;ood. 11 JO :..:a1nea 
observes: "Conrad's insistence that revolutic·:1aries r.1.re 
also victims and that revolt 1s as hooeless as subc1ss1on ... 
again reveals his extreme pessimism and ••• h1s conv1c-
Jl t1on of the ultimate futility of all political act1on. 11 
'\ 
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Conclusion 
"The great Cosmic joke, as Conrad called man'e des-
tiny, 11 1 ,renders man's political activities futile. In h1s 
efforts to improve existing political conditions he is 
almost certainly doomed to failure. There eippears to be 
no exit, no hope for a better future. The foundations upon 
which present society is built are cracked. ~ut society's 
disintegration would not automatically clear the 
way for 
.. 
something better; in fact ·it would probably lead to some-
thing worse. ~olitically ~n is corrupt, and the tiger 
cannot change its stripes. 
In The Secret Agent revolutionaries who would topple 
English government are portrayed, in Under Western 3yes 
those who would do the same to Russian ~overn~ent. In 
the former case such drastic action can in no way be justi-
fied; in the latter it can. Yet in both cases revolu-
tionaries can only bring about worse conditions because 
of the intrinsic nature of any revolutionary movement, 
the vain, the petty, and the corrupt must come to the 
fore; the sincere and the idealistic must be pushed into 
the background, where they are powerless. 
In Under Western Eyes B.azumov is the completely iso-
lated individual. Yet, as the author states in his note, 
there is nothing peculiar or extraordinary about him: he 
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1s typ1cal, ne symbolizes, perhaps, all modern men as 
tl1ey grope -blindly for some moral pr1r1cip.1.l, some rt1c:der 
to steady them in the whirlpool of modern pol1t1cal 11fe. 
In l'-Iostromo we saw "ma teria 1 ir1 teres ts" squeeze the 
life out of a stru8gling ill.tin 1~merlcsL:1 reoub,lic • ... 
Heart of Darkness we saw the same process, i~plemented even 
more cruelly, at work in the Congo. }~tertal interests 
govern modern society, which is woefully 1r1L1. ! (:! _;:~~ti t.e to meet 
the needs of its members. But Conrad offers no vluble "'I :'. • I 
......... -
ternative. It is true, as riowe i:1as said., t'na.t "L-Ong 
before Hemingway bega11 to look for a clean -..;ell-lighted 
,,..., 
t.. place, Conrad knew the meaning of nada. 11 
1xarl, p. 218. 
2 Howe, p. 84. 
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Appendix 
'I'he fallowing excerpts from "Autocracy and "iar" ( 1904) provide further illumination of Conrad's political thou.ght. (l"Jote I Page references included in :parentheses are to ~,otes 
on Life and Letters.) 
11 1'1 any States have been powerful, but, perhaps, none 
have been truly great -- as yet. rrhat the posltior1 of a 
State in reference to the moral methods of its development 
can be seen only historically, is true. Perr1aps man~1nd 
has not lived long enough for a comprehensive vie'ti of any 
particular case. Perhaps no one will 11 ve lon,-,; enou~r1; and perhaps this earth shared out amongst our clashing ambitions by the anxious arrangements of statesmen will come to an end before we attain the felicity of greeting with unanlious 
applause the perfect fruition of a great State. It is even possible that we are destined for anotr1er sort of bliss alto-gether a that sort which consists 1n being perpetuall~l duped by false appearances"(91). 
"Action, in which 1s to be found the 1llus1on of a 
mastered destiny, can alone aa t1sfy our uneasy van1 t:; and lay to rest the haunting fear of the futu,re -- a sentime!1t co:1-
cealed, indeed, but proving its existence by the force 1t has, when invoked, to stir the :passions of a nation. It 
will be long before we have learned that in the ~~rea t dark-
ness before us there is nothing that we need fear. Let us 
I ,, 
' 
'I 
I 
\ 
! 
I 
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act lest we perish -- is the cry. And the only form of 
action open to a State can be of no other than an aggres-
sive nature 11 (109). 
"Civilization has done its little best by our sens1b1l-
1t1es for whose 6 rowth it 1s responsible. It has ma:r1a.i--: ed to 
remove the sights and sounds of bat tlef 1elds away from ou.r 
doorsteps. But it cannot be expected to achieve the feat 
always and under every variety of circumstances. Some :.a ~r 
.. 
1t must fail, and we shall have then a wealth of ap!)allln~ly 
unplesant sensations brought home to us w1th painful 1nt1macy•• 
( 110). 
"The trouble of the civilised world 1s the want of a 
common conservative principle abstract enough to give the 
impulse, practical enough to form the rallyin~ point of 
international action tending towards the restra1r1t of parti-
cular ambitions. Peace tribunals instituted for the ~reu.ter 
glory of- war will not replace it. iihether sl1ch a pr1!1clple 
exists -- who can say? If 1 t does not, then 1 t ou ... ~r1 t to be 
invented. A sage w1 th a sense of humor and a 11eart of 
compassion should set about it without loss of time, and a 
solemn prophet full of words and fire o·J.,,.;h t to be 61 ven the 
task of preparing the minds. So far there is no trace of 
such a principle anywhere 1n sight; even 1ts plausible 
imitations (never very effective) have ,~ise.pr,·eured long 
before the doctrine of national asp1rat1ons 11 (111-2). 
r, 
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